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0. Introduction 

This report draws together the diverse strands involved in develop~g a unique computer-based system to 
I • - • 

stage and manage Hodgkins Disease (HD}. Those of us who worked on the final version of this project 

included two hematologists, a computer scientist, and a statistician. We have all contributed to this report, 

and our respective sections reflect not only our own special interest in and approach to the problem, but also 

the type of readers with whom we hope to communicate. We expect tha't many will not read this report "in 

toto", but that others working on similar problems may find particular sections helpful and interesting. In 

addition, because the program is not being maintaine<L we have included much data to insure that 

infonnation from our extensive patient database is not lost. 

The report begins with a general discussion of the· principles of management of HD, covered in sufficient 

detail to explain the problem to those not fmiilliar with this tiettt ''fhis seetion is aimed towards the 

non-physician or the physician who is not involved with HD management: 1( eXj>lains the rationale for a 

structured approach to the problem. 

Section 2 describes the patient database, and how this is used. to predict the lit.elihOOd of the various stages of 

HD. A general discussion of Bayes Rule then leadS tO ~ descriptf6n of the particular way this rule is apptied 

to revise the probabilities of pathologic stage prior to IJICl,llagement decisions.. 

Section 3 ·deals with the technique of decision analysis. No previous knowledge of decision analysis is 

assumed, and detailed descriptions of all the steps invo1Ved are given, with the examples based on the HD 

system. The latter part of this section requires an understanding of Bayes Rule as described in section 2. 

Sections 4 and 5 are concerned with the statistical validity of the program. After describing, the assumptions 

made in developing the program, this section deals with the way both these assumptions and the general 

validity of the program were tested. Details of the methods used arc supplied. and wider C:lpplication of the 
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method is discussed. 

Section 6 is included to show exactly how the Bayesian and decision analysis techniques are applied. It gives a 

detailed description of a typical patient session. including all the special features which can be used to tailor 

the decision plans to a particular patient and the experience of a particutar hospital. 

In contrast, sections 7 and 8 describe more general applications of OU( system. We use the program to 

approach some important management dilemmas in HD and we draw conclusions pertinent to large number 

of patients. Although these sections contain information main1y of interest to the practising hematologist, the 

discussion of decision-making thresholds has a more general application. 

Rigorous application of Bayes Rule and decision anal)$ to the inexact science of clinical management is 

bound to result in some interesting problems. These are addressed in section 9, in which we ~ the 

limitations we found in this approach. 

Section 10 is written as a guide to computer programmers interested in the implementation of such a program. 

The program is described in sufficient detail to enable a similar program to'. be set up. Certairl-0tj_ginal and 

sophisticated techniques developed for this program are described. 

Finally, there are four appendices. The first is a comprehensive list of prior probabilities for the basic clinical 

findings, the conditional probabilties which are used to modify these prior probabilities, and posterior 

probabilities for every combination of clinical findings,. all Qf which are ~rive<t from our 1200 patient 

database. We feel that these will be very valuable to the physician managing.HD. The second appendix gives 

the general format of the statistical test used to evaluate probabilities of stage as described in section 5. The 

short Appendix 3 documents the information used in the program to. derive the conditional probabilities of 

stage from the lymphangiogram, and shows how these probabilities are derived from the data. Finally 

Appendix 4 gives an annotated trace of the decision tree analysis program in operation. 
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1. Hodgkins Disease • Modem Approaches to Sta&in& and Trea~ 

Although Hodgkins Disease (HD) is a ·malignant disease of the lymphoid system, a malignant lymphoma, its 

biologic course is different from the other lymphomas, and fr~ neoplasms in general. in the majority of 

patients the disease arises in a single lymph node area, typically cervical, and spreads by lymphatic channels to 
. . 

involve contiguous lymph node areas in an orderly way. ~ spread of disease to structures contiguous to 

affected lymph nodes is noted, particularly with involvement of ~al and hilar lymph nodes; 

occasionally the disease may begin in a 1ocalized extranodal site. Splenic involvement usually occurs as the 

disease progresses, and is thought to result from hcmatogenous spread. since the spleen has no afferent 

lymphatics. HematogenQus spread to other extra!)odal structures ~ '5 bone marrow, liver or lung does not 

usually occur until Jate in tbe disease. 

The extent of the disease detennines the type of treatment which is. indicated. To achieve uniformity in 

describing this extent the Ann Arbor staging system wa5 adopted in 1970, and is now well-established 

(Carbone et al, 1971) (Table 1.1). This stage of the disease, together with the presence (B) or absence (A) of 

the specific symptoms is the most important guide to prognosjs. with the outlook becoming less favorable 

with advancing stage, and if symptoms are presenl 

There is now good evidence that proper treatment of HD in certain presentations results in long term 

remissions and probably cure. For localized disease radiotherapy may~ ~rative ~a high proportion of 

patients if all the tumor is encompassed with a tumoricidal dose of radiation - usually in the vicinity of 

3500-4000 rad; for disease which has spread beyond the lymph ~Odes and spleen, combination chemotherapy. 

has given a high proportion ofpatients stich prolonged remissions that they may.be considered cured. For 

other stages, where neither radiotherapy nor chemother~py when ''given alone has proven extremely 

successful, combinations of~cse two modalities are being tried to effect a cure. 

The diagnosis of HD often marks the beginning of a series of increasingly invasive diagnostic tests to 
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determine this stage in order to select treatment This intensive staging may include an intravenous 

pyelogram, percutaneous bone marrow and liver biopsies. a gaDium s::an. a lymphangiogram. and 

computerized tomography; since all these tests have an appreciable false neptive rate. and. with the 

exception of the biopsies, all have a false positive rate, (Table 1.2) the series often culminates in an exploratory 

laparotomy, with extensive lymph node sampling ~ splenectomy. If the extent of disease is established by 

laparotomy, or by histological confirmation of disease in extranodel structures by a biops)'. the patient is said 

to be "pathologically-staged". Staging without exploratory laparotomy, where biopsies of extranodal sites are 

negative for disease, is termed "clinical staainl". 

Our basic purpose in applying the techniques or decision analysis tD HD has been to tailor staging 

investigations to the individual patient, and thus to use the minimum mlmfJer tit investigations to select 

treatment This has involved studying a large series of patients in order to draw general conclusions about the 

management of HD which could then be accessible to a wide audience of ph~ with or without access to 

computer facilities for indMdual patient saady. 

For any patient the value in pedbnniDg an investigation is related ID line ftlclon: 

1. the likelihood that the patient bas the abnormality for which (s)be is being rested. 

2. the sensitivity or ttue-poSitive rate orrhe tat. 

3. the specificity or true-ncptive rate of the test. 

All too often in HD the whole battery of available tests are used without analyzing their value in a particular 

patient, and without considering that they may provide overlappiag in~ There are a number of 

compelling reasons for performing the minimum number of tests requiRd: 
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Table 1.1. The Ann Arbor Staging System for Hodgkin's Disease 

STAGE 
Stage I 

Stage II 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Involvement of a single lymph node region, or ofa 
single extralymphatic organ or site (designated by E). 

. . 

Involvement limited to one side of the diaphragm either 
of two or more lymph node ~or loealizetf~ement 
of an extralymphatic (E) site and one or more lymph node regions. 

Stage III Involvement oflymph node regions on both sides of the 
diaphragm, which may includetecaliie!!d ~of'iD 
extralymphatic organ or spleen. 

Stage IV Diffuse or disseminated involvemcnt of one or more 
extralymphatic organ, or any liver involvement, with or 
withoutassoctated lymph node invol~ 

Each case is further c1assi~ as: 

A if asymptomatic 

B if any of the following are present 
- unexplained weight loss of more than lOS 
of body weight in the preceding 6 months. 

- unexplained t;v•i'Wlth tem.pedll!Gles~ 38 c. 
- ni&bt swealB. 

modified from Carbone et al 1971 

Table 1.2. False Positive and False Negative Rat~ of TlltS 
. . 

FP('li) FN('li) REF 

Gallium scan (abd.nodes) 
Lymphangiogram 
Liver scan (abnonnal uptake pattern) 

Spleen scan (i} filling defects 

(ii) size > 15cm 
Computerized tomography (abd. Dodes) 
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l with the exception of dle gal1ium an and aJmpUted tomography. al the tests have a mortali(y 

mortality ris't for such tats as rhe lynq>haogiogram and laparoecopy. and an appreciable risk for Che 

staging laparotomy is summarized in Tab1e 1.3, and shows a mortality rate of 0.5'£ overall for the 

2. an tests. again with the above excq>Uons, have a defiaite list. Gf morbid aaplications; here too 

the highest incidence of serious complicatioDs is seen:~ -.... ~y, where 6.7'> of 

patients experienced major complications as serious as pulmo.-y-~ tUbpbteaic abscess. . -

intestinal obstruction etc., and a further ISC{, had lea severe ~~ : This data ·is also 

summarized in Table U. 

3. All tests are expensive. A full work-up wlUch UleS a1Ltlle _. ~ alSt in the vicinity of 

$10,000. Individual costs for the different procedures are given iD Table 3.l. 

Information on the specificity and sensitivity of the tcsU used to tree· HD is readily available in the medical 

literature. Information on the litetibood of positive· ftndtnp fbr tflt varioul tests Uder different COiiditions. 

however, is not. 

In the following section we describe how we derived this information from data obtained ftom 

Japarotomy-staged patients. We also describe how, from &be same data, we use Bayes' Rule to predict the 

probabilities of the .dit'bent 9tlllCS tbr a particular parient with JfofWins 4iseale, to that dccisioos about 

-
staging invesdp&iuns aad Uatmeat may be made using.Ille techniqueof dedlioll ..... 

_,_ 



Table 1.3. Mortality and Morbidity from Staging Laparotomy for Hodgkins Di~se 

Reference No.of No.of No.of 
Patients Deaths Major 

Complications 
Aisenberg et al (1974) 100 0 2(2%) 
Andnmy et al (1977) 76 0 1(1%) 
Beretta et al (1976) 110 0 1(1%) 
Brogadir et al (1978) 90 0 16(18%) 
Bruntsch et al (1977) I7S 0 28 (10%) 

· Cannon et al (197S) 400 1 lS (3.7%) 
Coleman et al (1976) l1 1 7 (23'1>) 
Ferguson et al (1973) 31 1 1(1%) 
Gamble et al (197S) 139 1 5(4%) 
Garcia et al (1971) 20 0 0(0%) 
Gazet (1973) 6S 1 4(6%) 
Hermreck et al (197S) 50 0 13J26%) 
Jelliffe et al (1970) 22 0 1(5%) 
Lowenbra\Hl et al (1970) 12 0 0(0%) 
Marston (1972) 60 2 4(1') 
Meekeretal(l972) 30 2 4(13%) 
Mitchell et al (1972) 45 I 3{7%) 
Paglia et al (1973) 51 0 6(12%) 
Piro et al (1973) 114 I 6 (Sfl>) 
Poulsen et al (1977) 91 0 5(5%) 
Pro8nitz et al (1972) 40 0 4(lor.) 
Roberts et al (1976) 82 0 3(4%) 
Rozman et al (1973) S6 1 2(4'1) 
Smith et al (1972) 70 0 2(3%) 
Sutcliffe et al (1976) 98 0 19(1'1) 
Urlaub et al (1979) 107 0 5(4%) 
1.arembok et al (1972) 30 0 O(K) 

Total 2345 11 (0.Sfi) 1S7(6.7%) 
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2.1 1'lle DaW I I 

A great deal of infonnation about the paUemS of spread of ffodPins disease (HD) bas been amassed in the 

decade since exploratory laparot.omy has been ~Y used to $ll8e the disease; from tis inlbrmaOOb. has 

come our knowledge of the predictable pattern of spre°ad of HDiccording to normal lyq>batic distn1mtioa 

The different histological subtypes have been found to have ~patterns of spread, with 1he ~ of 
,, 

dissemination increasing from ljmphocyte predominant (IP) tO nodular sclerosis (NS) to mixed ceUularity 

(MC) to lymphocyte dep1ele4:(ID). We know also that the p~ of sympeoms is rd~ to the si>teld of 

disease, with symptomatic {B) patients having nwre advanced ~ than asymptomatic (A). Other factors 
'', ',c' 

known to affect the extent of the ditease are the sex and the ap of the pldent The ~ age ~. 

corresponding to the first~ peat in the~~ aae:incideoce curve··ofHI). Shows aa 
, ": .'. ,-, 

almost equal male:female~ r,atlo, a pmiominance of the NS-;~ pattern, a ~ .· &equency of 

mediastinal involvement and a more benign clinical course. In+. the older group,~ to tile 

second peat of the age:~ cune. shows :a higher --~ ratio. and a number. of m~tdatect 

clinical features including ~-,greater proportion ~of the MC ~ IJpe. a much bJ,aber· tiJcic1ence tlr 

infi'adiaphragmatic invol~.at ~and a more,...."' clinical coune (Ot*nsohn et at l977). 

The pattern of involved sopnldiapl>nwmatic lymph nodes ii related to the frequency of associated 

infradiaphragmatic disease; left cervical node involvement is associated wi1ll a hi&her incidence of diseale 

below the diaphragm whereas with mediastinal involvement.a lower iacideace ii wa. 

·•-



All information about the following findings which are available for a aiven patient have been collected and 

stored: 

Histologic subtype 

Presence (B) or absence (A) of symptoms 

Sex 

Age 

Specific supradiaphragmatic lymph node groups involved 

Alkaline phosphatase levels 

Clinical splenomegaly 

Absolute and percentage lymphocyte count 

Liver/spleen scan 

Percutaneous bone marrow biopsy 

Percutaneous liver biop$J 

Ga 1 li U111 scan 

COt11puter-assisted t0110grap1t1 (CAT scan) 

Ly11phangiogru 

Peritoneoscopy 

laparotolly 
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A typical SbiDg of patient data may be seen 1aJw: 

{{SOURCE TUFTS) (ID XX} (AGE 20) (SEX FEflMLE) (HISTOLOGY 95) (A-oa-a A) 
(LOCATIOl-PRESEITIIG-IOOES {lEFT-IECl RIGHT-aECl)) 
(MEDIASTllUM IEGATIVE) (LIYER-SCQ,_,IE,,..llVE) , 
(SPLEEl-SCAI IEGATIVE) (SPLEllOMEGAlV~liOlll:ll) 
(ALK-PHOS (800MS«Y 3.0)) (GAL POSITIYE-ABO-llODES) {LAG POSITIVE) 
(BMBX IEGATIVE) (LBX Ull«llOlll) 
(LAP ((LAP-SPLEEI IEGATIVf) 

(LAP-MARROW IEGATIVf) 
(LAP-LIVER ~QATlV£) 
(LAP-RODES POStttVE)))) 

Patient data from the following institutions was obtained: 

Tufts-New F.ogland Medical. Center 

Joint Center for Radiation Theapy 

Stanford Division of Radiation Thenpy 

Harvard School of Public Healdl 

9lp8ats 

.,.,...... 
"'i ~. ~ . ;;. -

lllpach.,. 

. : 

The remainder came from individual patient data in the medbl literature by ~ et.al {1911). .ifanb et 

31 (1971). Jelliffe et al (1970). Lowenbawl et al (1970), Mitdlell et al (Im). Prosnitz et al~ 

et al (1972). 

The patient with the uncommon inti'adiapbraamat presentation of Hodgkins disease was poorly represented 

in the initial database. Furdlennore. -in this type of patient certaia rest raults have a different meaning in 

terms of staging. e.g. such findings as involved abdominal lymph nodes or involved spleen define the palient . 

. as having stage II disease only. For these two reasons. we haYC excluded the patients with an 

Initially the proportion of patients in each pathological st.age was calculated mm the raw data. Stages I and II 

were analyzed tDgcthcr. as therapeutic decisions for these stages are almost always identical F.acb finding was 

·D-



then messed to see whether it was helpful in predicting the pathological stage. Certain findings - alkaline 

phosphatase and clinical assessment of splenomegaly - were n~ found to be helpful in this respect. so they 
• ] '.~ : < ~-~ .~~' 

were not used in the final version of the Pl'O$f8DL 

For those findings which were found to be helpful in distinguishing among the different stages, the number of 

patients in each pathological stage was ascertained and was exp~ as a proportion of 1.0 e.g. for the 

finding Histological Subtype: 

Hhtol og ical 
subtype 

LO 

LP 

MC 

IS 

Pathological 
stage 

I+II 
III 
IV 

I+II 
III 
IV 

I+II 
Ill 
IV 

1+11 
111 
IV 

No of P ropo rt i oil 
patients of patients 

7 0.32 
9 0.41 
8 0.27 

49 o. 76 
14 . 0.22 
2 0.03 

106 0.42 
112 0.44 
31 0.14 

461 0.82 
231 0.32 
44 0.08 

One can use this data to calculate the probabHity or being in a particular pathological stage, given the 

histological subtype, e.g. the probability that a patient demonstrating the NS subtype will be in stage III is 

0.32, or simply stated P(IllfNS) = 0.32 

Similarly the conditional probabilities of STAGE given SYMPTOMS can be obtained from the database: 
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Patlte 1 .. ical .. of Pr1•lll.Uit• 
st• patf..U 

A 1+11 411 ••• III UI I.I 
IV 11 .... 

• 1+11 161 1.41 
Ill 117 . ... 
IV 83 t.17 

From this one may derive the probability of STAGE pen SYMProMS e.g P(IVIA) = OJM. Data can be 

similarly expressed for an the ftnclings entaed. 

If the findings wae aU iB4epeDdent of ont aaoda;, then one could ._ tbe probability of .harilg a 

combination of findings in._ (I +II). staae III. or *aae IV for any~ by multiplying togedler 
-- .lo ~-

the conditional probabilities of each finding given die. s&age. For eumple. IV•-. asymptomatic (A) male 

patient who bas the MC JahtdlJlic:al ~ 

p{A MALE MCI III)''· would be 1'(AI Ill) X p(llALEI III) X' ;(MCI III) 
- ~ _,. 

Clinical information, ~. wggested that aome ..... were likely to be iMerdependent. Oli-squafed 

testing (see Olapter 4) did c:dDfinD this, and~ was shown among the ae patient"s sex, the preaence 

or absence fl symptoms and the histoJngiral mlQ>e. 'hor •. it. ~ -~.~ tile other·fiadia&s ullCl 

by the program. 'fbis: dependence PftlC)uded. the. simple tJP' ,of ~'la&iQn ~WD above. JllSfead. prier 

probabilities of stage were ca1culated from the data for the triad of ~II d.:nt Aladiop - .1be patieat~ 

sex. the J)relleDCe or absence of symptomS and the ~ IUbtJpe - makiag sineeD ctiffeRat 
. . 

combinations of prior findings. For any patient, Bayes> ru1e was then used to mOdify these prior pi'obabilities 

by the conditional probabilities of FINOINOIST AOE tor the subsequent findings used in the program -- the 

patient's age. involvemcntlnoa-involvement of Cervical and mediastinal lymph nodes. and the results of the 

various tests. including liver-spleen scan, bone marrow and liver biopsies, gallium scan. and 1ymphangiogram. 



2.2 The Use of Bayes Rule To Revise Probabilities of Stag~ in Hod&kios..,.. 
,.., t" 

Bayes Theorem is a mathematical method for modifying probabilitic;s when new inform~tion is available. We 
l -·· ,-

have used this method to revise the probabilities of stage. as we take into account the basic . clinical 

information known about the patient and the results of testing. See se<,:tion 2.2.2. 

2.2.1 General Application of Bayes Rule 

Consider a test with two possible outcomes (f + or T-) which is used to modify the probability of a patient 

bein~ in a disease state, D. If P(D) is th~ probability of~ disease state prior to the test, the revised 
. : . ,' - ~ ( "'. . 

probability P(Dfr +) i.e. the probability of D given a positive outcome, and of P(DIT • ), i.e. the probability of 
l . ;·: - '·. ,·-·'1-i.; - -

D given a negative outcome, can be expressed as follows: 

P(OIT+) = PlOl P(T+IDl 
P(D) P{T+fo) + P(-D) P(f+l::O) 

P(OIT-) = 'i/f) Pl T,.. IDl · • 
P(D) Plf-1 + P(-D) P{f-1-ll) 

Where P(T+IO) = Probability of a positive test, given the disease 
_,.· 

P(-0) = probability of no disease 

P(T+l-0) = probability of a positive test, given no disease, i.e. 
the false positive rate. 

P(T-1-0) = probabH i~y· of a neg,atfve test giveft no di'sease 

P(T-10) = probability of a negative test given 61sea11lt, 1.a the 
false negative rate. 

Knowing the prior probability of a disease state, P(D), and the false positive and false negative rates of a test 

used to detect it. one can use Bayes' rule to revise P(D) according to the outcome ofthe test 
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Jn our prognm we ~·Ulld a.,a .. te l'erile·ae patat iRliet ef acla ort11e mw.s of HD, tating idD 

axount bDdl basic diriicaJ idlrmacicm bowll a1MJut a pililmt and die malls ol ay tats. Prior probabililies 

for eacll stage are ChcJRderiyed dincdy hm die dat 'lie kdlle dlRe llralic ..... wmch have been found 

to be interdepeadent, namely bistololic subtype, ta. wl die flRKmJe or able~ of symptomS. Prior 

probabilities fbr each of the siDeen pollible combinacion&ofdle ...... pa in ApPeadix l 

To demonstrate how we apply Bayes Rule we will show the calculations involved in the case demonstrated in 

Olapter 6. 'Ibis patient is ~a ma1e with B symptoiDs -4 IOsii, -aDct tbe nodular selerosis bisfbloSic 

subtype. The prior probabi1itieiS of ..... fbr :Ibis padent..: 

S~ages I+II 0.34 
Stage III 1.&8 
St.ate IV 0. la 

Younger u.&a· 12 ye&rs 
12 to 39 ~ars 
Older tllaft .a;t ,_..s 

To update.the prior probability of stage (I+ II) fiJr eumple 

p(I+IIJAGE12-ll) • 

p(l+II) .p(AGf 12-391( l+ll) 

IV 0.08 
IV 0.46 
IV 0.47 

p( l+II) .p(AGE12-391( l+lI) + p( III) .p(AG£12-3tf( III) + p{IV) .p(AG£t2-391( IV) 

The term p(J + 11).p(agcl(I +II)) corresponds to the *true positive• if one considers age in the sense of a 



"test", with being in the 12-39 age group a "positive~ resultaJicUhe other age groups a "negative" result This 

makes the other terms in the eqation - p(IIl).p(~El2-39f(Hl):atitt p(JV}:PcNGE12·3'f(IV)'-1he equivalent of 

false negative results. Substituting the probability results in the eqriation: 

0.34 x 0.84 p(I+II)IAGE12-39 • 
----------~--~----~----~~~~-~~---~----------
(0.34 X 0.84) + (O.~ X 0.74) + ((0.16 X 0.46) 

= 0.3926 

Similar calculations are carried out to revise the prior probabilities of stage Ill and stage IV according to the 

conditio~ probabilities of~ 

'« ·"''' ,,. ' 

These posterior probabilities now become the new "prior" probabilities which can then be revised by the next 

' . ', - , 

Bayes Rule is applied to the tests used in staging Hb according to the general formula given in section 2.2.l. 

For example, suppose we have calculated that the probability of abdQminal node involvement in a patient 

with supradiaphragmatic HD is 0.30. A gallium scan is found to be positive for abdominal nodes, and we 

wish to know how this positive result has modified our initial probability. 

P(+NODES} = 0.30 therefore p(-NODES} = 0.70. 

From the literature we find that when the gallium scan is used to dt.rtect in.volv~ abdominal nodes in HD: 

False positive rate ~ p(+testf-NOOtS} • 0.18 

False negative rate = p(-testl+NODES} = 0.50 

where the symbols+ and - are used for positive and negative, 1.e. 
+NODES are lymph nodes involved with HD. 

From these we deduce: 
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1.-.. postt:h• rate • p(+tntf....S) • Lia 

Tna ••1atW. nu • PC-tfftt-.-S) • •·• 

J(+.-S) p(+testl....UJ 
p(+llOOESl+tut) • --------------... --... --.-----------------'-------------

p(+llOOfS) •. p{+Ustf~$} + t(--SJ.p(+test(-IOOfS) 

.3 x .& . -----------------------
(.3 x .&} + (.7 l .18) 

• 0.18 or 08X 

In our applicadon of"Ba)Cliaa·metllod!s to Ille ..... of',...a·di51a•. we use Ille tests to modify 

infbnnation af>out a staae ottbe disease. rather than the specilc siles otinvofvemeBl. as~ in 1he 
•. . ,. .· '.~··)~ ,__:~ ~ .;;--_[ . ~ ~ ' 

p(IIIf+GAl) • 
p( +GAl l III). p( II I) 

: ., ·.- J > •••• 

-------~-- ..... -------------_...__-----~------------.... ----.---·------.-
p(+6ALJI+II).p(I+II) + p(+GALIIII).p(Ill) + p{+GALfIV).p(IV) 

However, the literature does not contain dara in the bm of conditional probabilities of test results in certain 

p(+GAllllI) = p{+GAl(+IOllES} p(+ICllUtlll) 
TRUE POSIT IVE 

+ 
p(+GALt-IOD£S} p(-IGDESIUI) 

fAlSE f!OS:lllW 

The tenns for p( +GALll +II (or IV)) are ex~d in the same way. The probabilil) of positive and 



negative nodes in stage III is obtained from the database, i.e. 

In stage IIIA: 

p(+ABDOMINAL-NODE-INVOLVEMENT) = 0.62 
p(-ABDOMINAL-NODE-INVOLVEMENT) = 0.38 

These lead to the conditional probabilities: 

p(+GALI Ill) • 0.6 x 0~62 + 
TRUE POSITIVES 

= 0.31 + 0.038 

• 0.36 

0. t() )C- 1).38 
FALSE POSITIVES 

That is the probability of finding a positive Gallium scan in a stage IIIA patient is 0.3S. 

Similar calculations are performed for all stage/symptom combinations for this test and all the other tests 

used, so that conditional probabilities of the test given. stage and S}'.IDPtomS are available for the Bayesian 

calculations. For the gallium scan these are: 

NEGATIVE GALLIUM SCAN 

I+II 
III 
IV 

A 0.90 
A 0.66 
A 0.61 

8 0.90 
8 0.66 
8 0.64 

POSITIVE GALLIUM SCAN 

1+11 
III 
IV 

A 0.10 
A 0.36 
A 0.39 

December 1981 

B 0.10 
B 0.44 
8 0.46 
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CompariBg the iacideace fl lfodgtins ..,_. wlill ahe • • pn:!le bdieD 6ows a billloda1 .,_...ace 

curve with one peak in early adult 1ile. ad a teDODd ai'l'aed u.:ie. ii ~ .iun lac fiftll decade 

1be two age goups defined by 1IUs curve 1ilDA' important clillaences. wiCh die age at presentation sbowiD& 

corretation with the extent of tbe disealc. The youneer group mows an. approximalely equal maie:f'ema1e 

ratio. a predominance of the nodular 8ClerosiJ (NS) Nstoqic .,..,_~~more~ clinica1 ~ with 
T' 

- ... --~ it ~ ,_ 

mediastinal involvement quire common; in contrast, the ok1er 1fOUP shows a hi&her male:femaJe ratio. and a 

number of inter-related clinical features including a greater proportion of the MC histological type. a much 

We have. therefore. used • as one variable fbr estimating the probabilities of stage in Hodgkin's dileale 

patients. Conditional probabilities of AOE giVea STAGE are used in apptying Bayes rule to calcu1ate 

posterior probabilities or STAGE Jiven AOE. Use of dm lbmiu1a tequm tile' a.nnption that • is 

independent of the findings used to calculate the prior ~' m iria•mptkm was checlecl for the 

arbitrarily-selected age groups - 0-lS years. 16-30 yean. 31-4S yean. and older~· 4S ~ - initially used in 

the program by means ofc.bi square analysis, aad found tenable (FJsen 1971). , 

Subsequent analysis of the larger database showed that there were essentially three age groups distinguished 

by distn"bution of stage: 0 to 11 years. 12 to 39 years. and 40 years and over. Homogeneity was observed 

within each group. with some minor statistical Ouctuation. and distiact ditlbreQces wee .:observed between 

groups (as determined by an square~ 

-·-



3. Decision Ana1Jsis 

Decision Analysis is a technique for evaluating ~ decisions by break~ them down into their simplest 

component parts. quantitatively evaluatinl these, then reas.,etnbling them in 8.' ~ogical ~re. 

Decision analysis involves four sequential steps: 

a) constructing the decision tree which displays, m' cltronological order, all the options for a 
particular decision, and every poaible outcome of eadt option. whether detennined by Chance, or 
by further decision~mating. 

b) evaluating the likelihood of those qutcomes bl ,the decision tree which are detennined by chance. 

c) scoring each possible optimi accofcting to a system of utilities. 

d) evaluating all deeisioobntDCbesadd selecting those with the highest utility. 

3.1 Constructing the Decision Tree 

The decision tree is displayed on a branching framework, and includes all the options among which one must 

choose, with all possible o:utcomes of each option displayed. Subsequent outcomes include both those 
•'· ' '~ '~ : ;.-~~;'.'.'i" .. ·,~ ' . . 

detennined by chance, and those which-involve later decisions. 
. . . ·' 

At each branch point in the tree ·where a decision must be'rmltte~ a 'hd;~ is used to denote a decision 

nodt. At ann>oiilt in the tree where the outtomeofai(ledsi61tiStinliinetftiytrwance, a small ctn:fe denotes 

a chance node. 

Below is shown the simplest type of decision tree usetfili thiS wort; ~bask TEST versus TREAT decision, 

in which a physician has to decide whether to perform a test to define the patient's diseaR;tbore acfuratety or 

whether to treat (Rx) the patient without further ado. By convention, the decision tree is drawn with the early 
. . . . : . '. '· ·, ·, :; .,, ··}~; ; ", ·. - ~' : 

decisions on the left. the later out.comes on the right 
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t TEST-X 

rEST·1 

Rx 

tEST•X 

Rx 

---·-'-· ·Ax 

At decision node a. the decision is between treabDeDt (Rx) or perfolming TEST-1. At chance node b. lhe 
, ' ' - • " ~ ;L ' 

patient may die ( +) from the test· this risk being die oblened 11:1t mortality rate -or may survive the test At 

chance node c. having survived die test. ttie ~~have eidlcJ aPQSidve.gr,aacgat1¥eresµlt for thetese. 

At.each decisioa node d. one must now. in the 1igbt of~.~ from the.teat. make~·~ 

versus TREAT decision. for some other tat. 

(i) there are a number of different tests among which one must choose - namely bone marrow 

biopsy (BMBX). percutaneous liver _biopsy (LBX), peritoneoscopy with guided liver biopsy (PfX). 

gallium scanning for abdominal node involvement (GALL), Jymphangiogram (LAG). and staging 

-11-
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laparotomy (LAP) - and one may choose any number of these. 

(ii) The order in which the tests are performed may be important A test sectUeli«'stops with' a 

positive bone marrow or liver biopsy which constitute definite evidence of di~minated (stage IV) 

disease, or with the staging LAJ>. which is con.Siatt1~ for practical purposes as "perfect~ 
_,. " . 

information", i.e. it is assigned neither a false positive nor ~ false negative rate and its results are 
: 1 •• 

always final. Following a negative bone mattow or liver biopsy, or after gallium scan or. 

lymphangiogram further tests must be considered. 

Below we show part of the decision tree relating to the selectiaa Or tests. to dellonstrate the recUFSive way.in 

which any tests not yet performed are considered. This decision tree displays only one of the branches which 

occur at each decision node, following the initial decision to select bone marrow biopsy. Where further 

decision "branching" follows, the test name is followed by dots, e,t "GALL .. " . A similar braochin& 

structure exists for each of the other initial tests, except for laparotomy, where results are final. 

LAP LAP LAP 

LAP 

LBX 
LAP 

. + 

GALL + LAG 

+ 
GALL 

LAG 

The actual tree evaluated is even more complex since at every decision node, the decision involves not only 
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ftanber TES11NG, but 1DU1t also iadude an cnltlllicJD ~lhe 11tFATMENT apliml. The m:l1lll mmewmt ........... --.: 

LAP LAP 
UP LAP LAG 

LBX - LAP 
LAG + lAG .,,T 

+ Rx GAil Rx ... 
+ 

GAU. ......... 
LAG ......... 

LAG ......... 
Rx 

Rx 

The TREATMENT .. may include• of a 11¥81ber of dUlnnt ~ these include l1ldiotherapy 
. -,_, . ' ~ 

to aB lymph-node are-. tnown as total nodal irradi1tielt ('INI). r....-~ which spmes &be pelvic Jymph 
,. ' .. ; '·.; 

nodes. which is known as extended. maade ~ (FM), l!Dd ..-· ~ chemodlei;lpy reline 

MOPP. 

The TREATMENT branches for asymptomatic (A) and symptomatic.(B) itisea me showl below. For A 

tree may emiJy be modified. however. to include other~ 
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A 
patient 

B 
patient 

EM 

!-, 

TNI 

MOPP 

It is also possible to compare sinsle QlOdality therapy, with regimens which include both irradiation and 

combination chemotherapy (COlllbined modality therapy). If this option is selected, however, for proper 

comparison with the single mOdaftty therapy, allowance must be made fbr ''salvage" therapy (usually with 

MOPP) should relapse occur. Below we show the treatment branch when combined modality therapy is 

included in the treatment being evaluated for patients with symptomatic (B) disease. 
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0 • "' 
E11 dlcll· 

WAI 
A1' ree •>MOPP 

TNI 

As .... •>t«lPP 

r•z 1a1!1n . · 

:1.: 

In this program we start with dlOle probabiJities of die ~ ._ dmMd from the repeated uae of 

sympComaCic male patient. wbo Im mixed cellularity (MC) K•W• ._ inoMDg Ille rig1lt CCI ricat 

nodes and the mediastinum. aad who bas a normal Jiver/spleea an. Che prior problbilities ~ modified as 

s1\own in Table l.l beftve decision au1ysis is used to decide ftn1h« .. apm cwt-

For this patient, these probabtlities of stage derived from the basic clinical findings now become the .. prior 

probabilities" for the decision analysis. As each test is evaluated, these probabililics ~modified by: 



Table 3.1. Results of Bayes Rule, Incorporatina Basic Oinical Fmdinp 

Finding 

M MC 8 

Stage I+II Stage III Stage IV 

Age >11<40 years 
L cervical nodes -ve 
R cervical nodes +ve 
Mediastinal nodes +ve 
Spleen scan normal 
Liver scan normal 

.. " 

0.20 
0.28 
0.30 
0.27 
0.30 
0,43 ~ 

~.'48 

e . .u 
n.10 .. 
0.46 
0.42 
0.40': 
0.34 
0.31 

0.36 
· Or•Z-4' 

0.24 
0.31 
0.30 
O.i3 
D.16 

L the known mortality rate for the test (see decision nOde b in the Afst basic TEST VCBUS TREAT 

decision tree in section 3.1). 

2. the known false negative and, where applicable, false positi~ rates for the tests, applied 

accordiq to Bayes Rule. 

Suppose in the example, we are considering the branch of the tree which begins with bone marrow biopsy; 

note that this test his no false positive rate, and from the reported false neptive rate, we have derived the 

following conditional probabilities: 

Probability of NEGATIVE bone marrow b1Qps~ (~BllBX) with 

I+IIB • 1.0, IIIB • 1.0, IVB • .0.68 

Probability of POSITIVE bon.e marrow biopsy (+BMBX) with 

I+ IIB = 0. 0, II IB. = 0. 0, IVB • 0. 4A 

The basic probabilities are modified by Bayes rule, using these conditional probabilties, e.g.: 
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. , :;;-gr.:e.:c -:-,;\'J• ~ 
-, 

_ p(IY) p(-..XllV) 

------------------------~-~--------~--,------------------------
p(l+II) p(--Xf l+Il) + .p(Ill} p(-... tIII) + p(IY} p(--XflV) · 

• 0.16 x 0.18 
-------------~-------------------··~~-
0.48 X 1.0 + 1.37 X 1.G + 0.15 X"l~H 

• 0.084 0.084 
--------~~---------.~,..-~- • .~--.-~---~-.- • .. a.a.~· ... 
0.4. + 0.37 .+ 0.084 O.tS4 

I+llB 0.61 1118 0.40 It/I O.H 

If positive, the test comtitutes definite evidence of st.ap IV disme. 1'hele revised pmbabilities are entaed 

LAP 

LBX 

.51:.40:. 

+ 
GALL 0.0:0.0:1.0 

LAG 

Rx 

LAP 

·' !. 

GALL 

~ .,, ... ! ,_...,' 

LAG 

·JI· 



3.3 Assigning Utilities 

The utility is the value placed on a particular outcome. Utilities may be expressed on an arbitrary scale, or a 

measurable quantity may be used. We have used several different types of utilities to assess our decisions: 

i) Disease-Free Survival Five Years After Treatment (S yr DFS). This figure is used because results of 

treatment are very frequently reported in the medical literature in this fonn. In addition, in HD, very few 

patients relapse after this period, and the S yr DFS can be used as an index of cure. 

ii) Morbidity Units - in addition to its mortal risk, each diagnostic test and each treatment has an associated 

risk of morbidity. This includes both the risk of severe complications, such as pulmonary embolism after 

staging laparotomy, and the duration of pain and incapacity associated with the test or treatment under 

normal circumstances. 

For each test and treatment we asked a number of physicians, directly involved in the investigation and 

treatment of patients with HD, for their estimate of the "pain and discomfort", and the "duration of 

incapacity", for the "average" patient undergoing a given test or treatment. An arbitrary standard was made 

which defined the "pain and discomfort" of a bone marrow biopsy or of a single day's incapacity each 

equivalent to 10 units. The literature was then searched for data on the complication rates of tests and 

treatments. Each complication was assessed according to the same criteria as the basic test; this figure, 

multiplied by the incidence of the complication is included in the morbidity values shown in Table 3.2. 

iii) Dollar Cost of Tests and Treatments. These are shown in Table 3.3. 

Each of these types of utilities is evaluated separately. At present, we have not found a satisfactory way to 

incorporate these disparate elements in the same scale of values, and no attempt has been made to "trade-off' 

one type of utility with another. 
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Gallium scan 
Bone 111&rrow biopsy 
Liver biopsy 
LymphangiograpllJ 
Peritoneoscopy 
Laparotomy 
Ext~~ded mantle radiotherapy 
Total nodal irradiation 
MOPP chemotherapy 

7 units 
to units 
26 units 
40 uaits 
80 units 
876 units 
1000 units 
1&0b: unna 
3000 units 

Ta'ble 3.3. Dollar Cost of Tests Used in Staging Hod&kins Diseae 

Test Professional 
Cost Fae 

Liver-Spleen Scan 213 80 

CT Scan 
- with contrast 188 100 
- without contrast 118 70 

Ga 11 iUIR Scan 269 80 

Liver Biopsy 72 166 

Bone Marrow Biopsy 94 80 

Lymphangiogru 421 276 

Laparotomy 

Total 

273 

268 
188 

319 

too• 

164 

898 

fi000-800D•• 

• includes 2 days in hospital, type and crass-aatcft, ·etc. 

•• this includes 7-10 days 1• ltMp:ttal. fees -f:or Sttpteea, phptcian, 
and anesthesiologist, use of operating and recovery 
room, laltoratery -teats .. X-ra.rs. ,4Jld 1pia-t1l•lftU" f..- f.,.- oper•Uve 
specimens. 
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3.4 Evaluating Decision Branches 

This step is known as "averaging out and folding back" •. or in more technical terms "the process of backwards 

induction in the theory of dynamic programming". ·~ng with the ~t JieripJieral decision nodes, all 

outcomes of a particular "sul)-,decision" are evaluated.; aQd the op~ :With ,1Qe highest qtill.ty ascertained; 

this value is then assiped io the decision~ •. For.examp~ irl.thedetjsion~ shown belo~~ one would 

initially evaluate each of three branches after: lymphqioaram. 

Rx 

Rx 

+ 

LAP 

Rx 

BMBX LAG 

LAP 

+ 
Rx 

MOPP 

LAP 

Rx 

To evaluate these, one must know the probabilities of patholoaic stage at that particular point in the tree, 

when the prior probab~lities have been· modified. by a ~ve BMDX resµlt and by the result of 

lymphangiogram. We will use the symptomatic male patient from the example in Section 3.2. We will 

evaluate the branch indicated by the arrow: the probabilities f)f pa!hologic stage for this patient at this 
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decision node. with negative bone marrow and positive lymphangiogram are: 

Stage I+ II:· 
Stage III: 
Stage IV: 

0.22 
0.84 
o. t& 

When the patient's stage iS not ·known tOr certain, messing the utility dthei>ption t& proceed directly with 

treatment, ilrtolves calculating the aventge dilea9e free· 9uriivil fbr eaCb treatmeftt, and choosing the 

treatment with the highest value. The utility foi" a panieU1ai' tratmenHs-caleulated as a Weighted avensge, 

using the probabilities of stage and the five year disease free survival values for each stage for that treatment, 

e.g. cmessing the value of total nodal irradiation for the patient: 

Stage 

I+IIB 
IIIB 
IVB 

Probability of 
that stave 

0.22 till8S 
0.64 till8S 
0.16 times 

Weighted 

6-year DFS 
for th4\ __ stqe 

wit• T!IH · 

70% .. 
25% = 

0% • 

15.4% 
16.0% 
o.n 

----~----
average = 31.4% DFS 

~ -~ -. 

This is then compared with the weighted aYef8.BC ~ fiom the- --corresponding wdueS tOr MOPP 

chemotherapy: 

Stage 

I+IIB 
IIIB 
IVB 

Probability of 
that stage 

0.22 t 111es 
0.64 times 
0.15 ti•s 

5-year Df S 
for that stage 

witlt MOPP 

60% • 
&OX • 
35X = 

Weighted average = 

13.2% 
32.0% 
5.26% 

---------
50.46% DFS 

In this example the weighted average for MOPP chelllotherapy is~ than that ft>r total nodal irradiation, 

and would thus be preferred tD TNI as the treatment option. The same techniques are used to evaluate 

combined modality therapy as one of the treatment options,' but the calculations arc more complicated 

because, as already described, one must aHow for salvage -of patient! who il'litiafty receive. single modality 
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therapy. 

To assess the value of laparotomy, the probability of each stage, is multiplied by the !Jest Treatment 'for that 

stage, e.g. to assess the utility of laparotomy before any other tests have been perfonned, again a weiglited 

average is used as follows: 

Stage 

l+IIB 
1118 
IVB 

Probability of 
that stage 

0.22 
0.64 
0.16 

times 
times 
times 

6-year DFS 
for that stage 
with BEST Rx 

1ox nn 
60X MOPP 
36% MOPP 

Weighted average 

• 16.4% 
• 32.0X 
• 6.ta<i 

• 62.86% 

To obtain the true utility for laparotomy, one must also take into account its mortality risk - this is usually 

assessed as 1 %, which includes 0.5% peri-operative ft10l'taJil:y ~ and a r..- 0.5% late mortality risk from 

post-splenectomy sepsis. The laparotomy branch of the decision tree actually looks lite: 

Laparotomy mortality 
.-------t 

p - Q.01 

LAP I+ II B 

Survive surgery 

p = 0.99 

IVB 

The value obtained in the cakulations above for the average utility of LAP must therefore be multiplied by 

0'.99 to. give the actual value which should be compared with the best treatment option (52.65% x 0.99 = 

52.12%). When this modified value is compared with that derived for immediate trcai:mcnt prior to any 
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testing. it is apparent that the Japarotomy option (521%) still gives a higher chance on the average for 

disease-free-survival than the preferred treatment option MOPP (50.45%). so its value is assigned as the value 

for that decision node. 

The other decision nodes which follow lymphangiogram are evaluated similarly, the only difference being the 

probabilities of stage which occur with equivocal and negative )ympbangiograms. 
;- -

Positive 52.1 % DFS (LAP) 

LAG Equivocal 61.7% DFS (LAP) 

Negative. 63.8"'DPS(l.AP) 

To determine the value of the whole lymphangiogram branch - or the value of any branches after a chance 

node - one must first calculate the likelihood of each outcome after the chance node, and then multiply the 

expected utility of each branch by its likelihood. This gives the overall ~· utility fot the whole 

lymphangiogram branch. 

LAG 

Positive 

0.42 

Equivocal 

0.18 

Negative 

0.40 

~1%{LAP) 

61.7% (LAP) 

63.8%(LAP) 

Expected DFS for lympha~iogram branch 

Calculations for the whole tree arc carried out similarly: 
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• 11.1 

= . 25.5 

= 58.5~ 
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BMBX 
(56.9) 

Rx 

(52.6) 

p = .93 
.51 :.40:.09 

+ 
p,.. .07 

0.0:0.0:1.0 

Rx 

[53.8, MOPP] 

LAG 

(58.5] 

When all the calculations are pcrfonned. the utility of the BMBX option is 56.9% DFS, which exceeds that of 

immediate therapy (52.6% DFS) .. 

The best course of action in this situation is therefore: 

To perfonn bone marrow biopsy; if positive give MOPP, if negative further testing is 

needed. Regardless of the results oflymphangiogram, laparotomy has a higher utility 

than the treatment options. This indicates that lymphangiogram is not necessary for 

this patient, but that laparotomy is needed to select appropriate treatment 

In summary, any decision tree is evaluated in the following way. Starting with the "leafiest" part of the tree, 

i.e. that furthest away from the fundamental decision, utilities are calculated in two ways: 
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1. at a decision node utilities are calculated for each branch and the highest one is selected as the 
value of the node. 

lat a chance node utilities are calcuJated lbr each subseqaent branch; the uulity of a particular 
branch is then multiplied by its probability and all the products obtained are added together to give 
a weighted average which is the expected utility lbr 1hat chadce node. 

In a decision tree as complicated as that for HD. where dlcft aic more than 2000 decision branches to 

evaluate, it is necessary to use a computer fbr the ca1culatiom. 
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4. Conditional Independence Assumptions 

For each patient with Hodgkins disease. Vl,e start oµt wi~ infyt;miltiQ~ ~~o~t his~lqgy, symptoms, sex and 

age. As further clinical infonnation is considered. and di .. n~.t~ ~.~rf~Jliled more clues about the 
.; 

spread of disease are obtained. In the decision analysis program we repeatedly ask the question: given the 

information available so far, what are the probabilitieS of eJleb~~ .bi tJli$ patient? 

Suppose we have a large number of past patient$ wbott llt.'8es • ~ ~wn. and who are identical to tile 

current patient in all relevant respects. Probabilities about the new patient's stage could be estimated directly 

from the actual distribution of stage among the earlier patients. Thus. for example, if 30% of the former 

patients were in stage Ill, 30% is a sensible estimate for the probability of Stage Ill disease for the patient at 

hand. 

. . 
As more and more findings are added to the data\>ase, however;· the-cohMt of past-patients highly simiW to 

the present one becomes smaller. Probabilistic predictions obtained under the method just described would 
/ ': , , , ·".'. ' 

be subject to such large sampling error as to be almost useless. If our calculations of staging probabilities are 

to be at all informative, certain independence assumptions must be fairly accurate. These assumptions. 

crudely speaking, assert that the way a particular finding is used m 1'1edifytng a Patient~s J>fOgnosis does not 

depend on any other infonnation about the patient · 

In this section, we discuss our initial assumptions of independence, the tests we performed to validate them, 

and a modification of the program that arose when one of the independence' as9'ut'nfltions was found 

inconsistent with our data. 
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4.1 The ladependeace HJpedaais 

Suppose that, fbr a &Mm patient. we have a set Y or prior ftndmgs· and a· new 'ftndina C. Bay~ Theorem 

asserts that the probability the patient is in st.agC i (i = l.13 or 4) giveri dlis ~tiOO ·ronows: 

P(ifY and C) = 
P(YliJ ~ P(C(i aad. Y) 

_________ ;.. __ ...,~'..l.<;.· .......... ~:..--" .. ..;:.o<;...-._;..,____ I P{'i) - . ft) 

P(Y and C) 

Where P(i) = probabilit'y oft, ~ifYi) ~-Pt1*"1Mi11ofi ... ;Y1. 

The independence assumption we make is that P(Cli and Y) = P(qi), which means that, among those in 

stage i there is no correlation between those with finding C and those with finding Y. Under this 
- . 

independence assumption, Equation (1) becomes: 

P(Yfi) X P(Cf i) 
(lit} 

P(Y and C) 

The val~e using equation (lA) ~-Or(l) ~ thal is~ us to-~ data sets, less subject tD samplilig 

error, in the calcuiation of needed probabilitia. 

necessary to perform statistical tests of the nun hypothesis lie-~~.,. Y.) ~ fp,(Qi) wJiere c and r wem 

varied. The tests we employed were tied to the familiar OU-squared test. 

For all patients with Hodgkins disease we start with information about histology. symptoms. sex and age. 

Our initial estimates of staging probabilities were based on hisfology and symp&mns alone. Thus, fbr example, 

the data-based estimate of the probability of being in stage Ill given mixed ccllularity flistology and the 

presence of symptoms (e.g. night sweats) was 0.30. 
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The data make clear that the very fact of being llijlle makes one more likely to be in a later stage. Probabilities ,. ' .. - .-.. ';, . 

of stage given sex as well as symptoms and histology were estimated by the program under (IA), under the 

assumption that P(male given i) :;: P(male given i and Y). where Y ~ aqy one .of the eight possible 

combinations of findings about histology and symptoms. The number 8 arises because there are four possible 
- • ' .... !, . ' '-, ' ':.."' 

histologic subtypes and key symptoms are either present (B) or a~t.~~). 

The following example will. show how we used th~ Chi-squared ~. to examine the null hypothesis of. 
- . -·;• 

independence among the basic findings sex, symptoms and the histological subtype (Eisen, 1977). In our 

database, 51% of the patients in stage I are male. 164 of the patients are as~tomatic (.t,\), of whom 132 have 

the Nodular sclerosis (NS), 17 have Mixed cellularity (MC), and 15 have th~ Lymphocyte predominant (LP) 
~ t ; ~. ; ., ' • 

histological subtypes. Under the independence hypothesis, the number of males in stage I who are also NS 

and A would be expected to be 132 X o.si ~ 67. The expected number of males ~ho m A and MC, and A 

and LP, would be 9 and 8 rcspCctively. Consider the tab1e beIOw: 

Histology 

NS (132 patients) 
MC (17 " ) 
LP (16 " ) 

Stage I Asymptomatic Patients 

Expected number of Males (Ej) 
Under Independence ffypothesls 

61 
9 
8 

Actual number 
of· Males (Aj) 

60 
11 
13 

'The viability of the null hypothesis depends on whether the observed di~es between the expected <Ej) 

and the actual (Aj) numbers of males can reasonably be dismissed as chance fluctuations. We calculate the 

"discrepancy index" Bj under the rule Bj = <9 -Aj) 19 for each of the categories above. We make similar 

calculations for those males who did have symptoms. and also for the females in stage I. 'The sum of the Bj's 

for all categories is compared to some cutoff number Z, with the nun hypothesis rejected if the sum exceeds Z 

and accepted if the sum is at or below Z. Z is dependent on the number of different categories, and the extent 

fo which certain categories arc "redundant" of others; both these considerations arc very familiar to users of 

Chi-squared test~. 
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It turns out that, for sex vs. histology and symptoms. the independence assumption was not acceptable under 

the statistical test. Thus to include the finding "sex" in the prec1iclion. we had to go back to Equadon (1) 

rather than use the simpler form (la). We then proceeded in similar fashion to see whether age oouJd be 

treated as independent of sex. symptomS, and hislology in' tile estimation. of stiging probabilities. Here, the 

independence mumption passed its test easily. 

We also investigated whether the errors in vanoul diapoStiC tats cOU1d l>e. Viewecru in<lepenaent events. 

(E.g. does a false positive result m a Oatn~ .DD itic~ae:~.fh€:~MJtt; of a· ~--etror in a 

1ymphangiosram?l The data did notCoiBPe1 us ro'~·aJe iftii~;~ oot ~nen we halmo 

few data points to allow any dCfutltive St.atemeDts. 

In summary. we did not f9riet that our Bayesian~ ·~--lli p~i~ was based on a 
- . - - . J . - •. _. ' ' _: _.;'·: - '" 'i, ~ ' 

strong independence assumption. Some rest,& ~~~ ~$J~ WF~. ~ ~r .and were performed. 

Except in one case (sex vs. histology and symptomS), the tests indicated that me assumption was close enouah 

to the truth that using it did not introduce~ Serious erro~ ilfie' calCuladons.- In the case just mentioned, where 

the independence ~ failed1 , we ....... d"¢~~ A lesiAkect method of teSting our 

a$Umptions was the full-scale evaluation of the program • desc.tlted in ·Qapter S. Thia ev•uation showed 

that our predictions of stage, even when many findings were used by applying Bayes., Rule repeatedly. wen 

reasOllably accurate. This would notbave oecurmthad·oat~of~ proved fill&· 

We feel that our procedure, including the tests of independence. came ~_close as posmble to avoiding the .twin 

evils of biased predictions and predictions with very high variance, either of which would have doomed our 

effons. 

1. One might wonder whether. when many tests of independence. are performed, chance alone would lead one of them to yield a 
negative result. In this gtuation, the rejection was sufficiently emphatic that we did DOC think this wa.~ the case. 
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5. Testing the Bayesian Model for Predicting Patbolo&ical Staie 

In Chapter 4, we showed that the independence assumptions that underlie the Bayesian calculations .of staging 

. properties were consistent with the data used to calibrate our computer program. But, there is anotJier issue 

that must be addressed before the program can be considered for general use. Can a model based largely on 

the experiences of patients from large metropolitan teaehillg haspltals reli~ly be used in making prognoses at 

other hospitals? 

There are several reasons one might fear this question sboukl be answered, in the negative. More than half the 

patients in the database came from a well-:~ ra<U,otpe~ re•rralceenter, wbif;h. is perhaps more likely 

than other centeJS,,to attract patients with l~ed,di~~ This cin:~e raises the possibility that 

probabilistic predictions based on data dominated . .by .tllese patients. IniPt be overly optimisUc for patients. 

elsewhere. Furthermore, the. data base. consists_ solel)' of ~y-stagectpatients. .. Tbis could lead to 

underestimation of the prevalence of stage IV disease, for some patients in this stage could have had their 

extra-nodal involvement confirmed witli~ut laparotorny. Moreover, the predictions depend on the histologic 

subtypes reported for the patients. Pathologists tend to differ somewhat in their assessments of histologic 

subtype (Jones et al, 1977); to the extent that pathologists differ from their counterparts elsewhere, the 

"transferability" offesutts is diminished. 

Finally, each of the prior and conditional probabilities used in the progrcun bas an uncertainty due to 

sampling error, an uncertainty which may be increased by the repeated use of Bayes Rule. In principle, we 

could estimate the uncertainty in our final staging probabilities as a function of the uncertainties in. the 

numberS that. determine it. However, the calcJlations ~ould be· very' difficult in practi~. and ultimately of 

quite limited value if WC could demonstrate that the program -~Cs· acCUrate predictions ~f stage. 

The considerations suggest the importance of testing the general predictive power of the decision analysis 

program. In this section, we describe 2 separate empirical tests, one conducted in 1977 and the other in 1980.' 
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Both tests. as we will see, suggest that the program•s predicdans -are accurate to within an irreducible 

margin-of-error caused by usual chance ftuctuationL 

5.1 The tm Test 

The test population we used consisted of 156 Hodgkins disease patients. 82 of whom were treated at Center A 
~. , ~ 4 d ·:. ··-: _-}T;· .. : 

and 74 of whom were treated at the Tufts-New England Medical Center lkllpitaL We thought i,t appropriate_ 

to consider the two groups of patients separately, so that interesting. but opposite patterns, if they arose, 

would not cancel one DOlhcr out For each;patieDt, ~;Wills;~; about hiStology, 

symptOrnatotogy, age, sex. presenting lymph nddes.'sP~antt'liVtt:bn ~~§nd·a1btnre phosphat.ase 

tevek1 . These data were fed into OUl' program, whiclf used'fim tO~ ~ diStribution for the 

patient's stage under the ·Ann Art><>r criteria. 1b ~·~:~ Otlhe; ~ we ~ these 

probabifistic predictions with 1he·pa1ient"s actu8I stage as detemDDedt>j'1apardtcmy. 

An obvious question arises: how does one tell if a probabilistic prediction is _accurate? Suppose, for example, 
~ . ·. 'q.' ~i:-1·,·-:..: ,; L··~:·~·!."'·:·· , .-:;· ' :- . 

the program predicts that patient A has a 60% chance of being in stage I or II al)d a 4"" chance of being in 
. - ' - - - • - i. ; { J:~ ~ -~ '. ' - - . 

stage III or IV. Even if the patient is found through 1aparvtomy to be in stage BI. ~~ pJCdiction is not really 
c \ y ~: 0 ,• ; ' •; • • ' • \': •,' '. • • • 

wrong, for it had indicated considerable uncertainty about how far ~ ~ had. spt"ead._ But, w'1fle it is 
- • -- .- ~ - ' - , "; j , ' •• -, - • . --·- : . ; • ; 

difficult to talk meaningfully about the accuracy of a given patient's prediction, it is somewhat easier to do so, 

given a large set of similar patients. 

Suppose, for instance, that there are SO patients for whom the pfOjl'aJll makes the 60%/40'li prediction just 

mentioned. If these predictions are all accurate. one would expect that, except tqr random fluctuations. Ille 
·, -. <f-'' < • ' 

number of patients who actually emerge in stages I and II woulcl be SO X .6 = 30. Th.us. if the n~ber 

observed in the two early stages is significantly greater than 30, this means the program was too pesmmistic for 

I. Not all information ...as available for CYCl'Y patient 
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these patients. If, on the other hand. the number is far below 30, the program was too optimistic. 

Our statistical test of the program's accuracy for ~e two. aroup''-tif pauthtS 'is based on ttie principles cited 
' , . ~ ' ~ 

above. In performing the test, we combined stages I+ II because, for clinical purposes, the two stages are 

virtually the same~ We also combined stages III and IV because, given the dlall test populations, we expected 

so few stage IV patients that we will be unable to make meaningful statem~ about the·stage IV predictions; 

For each patient in the test, we recorded that program's estimate of "r", the probability the patient is in stage 

I+ II. The probability that the patient was in stage III or IV is simply (1-r]. We then ordered the patients 

according to their r·values, from highest to l&west. 

According to the criteria discussed in Appendix II, we broke the patients into groups within which the r 

values are close together. Finally, we ~mpared d.le upected number .of ~e I+ II patients in each group 

with the actual number as learned from laparotom:Y• We present some ofoui' results in Tables 5.1-5.4: 

Table 5.1. Evaluating the TUFTS patiellt$, using mstolOI)'. Sjmptoms Bl Sex 

Group 

t 
2 
3 

Number 
in 

Group 

22 
26 
26 

74 

Average 
probability 

in group 

0.71 
0. 6.7 
0.3 

No. in Stages I+II 

Expected Actual 

U.&4 u; 
14.90 17 

7.72 8 

38.17 40 

z .. 0.79 

W-Stat ist i c 

-0.26 
0.84 
0.12 

In the tables the W-statistic for any group is a measure of whether the. discrepancy between expected and 

actual outcomes can reasonably be attributed to chance alone. The statistiC has only a 5% chance of exceeding 

i in absolute value if aU predictions in the corresponding group are correct. Under the nutl hypothesis that all 
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Taltle 5.2. Evaluatinc tile Center A patients, usiD& HntolocJ, S,.,toms _.Su 
Group llullMr Aver... lo. ia Staaes I+ll W-Statistic 

in prelJ«ltilit• 
Group . ia IMNP Expected ActHl . 

1 18 0.7 11.24 12 8.41 
2 28 ••• 18.M t• 8.84 
3 21 0.44 9.28 8 -0.63 
4 22 t .. 11 l,;73 ... 0,.68 

z = 1.64 

Table 5.3. Evaluating the TIJFTS Patients, usin& Histoleo~ Symptoms, So. Age and Alkaline Phosphatase lefels 
Group Number Average No. in ~t;: 1,+H 1 """Stati:atic 

in probalti 1 ity 
Group in group Expected Actual 

1 23 0.74 18.91 16 -0.81 
2 14 t.81 c··9.A 10 0 .. 88 
3 14 O.& 1.oe 8 0.26 
4 tt 1.za ·~81 6 -e.41 

z = 1.89 

Table S.4. EYaluatiq the Center A~-'.ll~okap.~~·:- Lt?•·Neck Noda 
Group Number Average iO. in S\qes l+U W-Stattstic 

in probabilitJ 
· Group in· group· Expected ,,Act••'. 

1 17 0.76 t!'.74 14 0.7 
2. 15 0.67 10.t 8 -1.18 
3 18 0.67 10.28 t3 t.30 
4 16 0.47 7.08 8 -0.58 
6 22 o.n 7.03 8 -0.48 

z =' 3.80 

predictions in alt groups are correct, the statistic Z obtained by summiq the squares of the W·values should 

follow a Chi-squared probability. disuibuUon. with as many dcgreea of ft'eedom as there are groups. Thus at 

the usual SCJ> level. one would reject the null hypothesis only if Z .ciceeds 7.81 when there are three groups, 

9.49 when there are 4 and 11.cn when there are S. Tables S.l and S.2 indicate dial the projected distributions 

on stage, based on histology, symptoms and sex wrrc accurate al both the New England Medical Center · 
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Hospital and Center A. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 suggest that the initial probabiliti~ modified in Bayesian fashion 

as additional findings become available, are also accu.rate. R.e~ predi~ons for the subset of patients who 
. , ~ ,• ,_ . ' -. 

also had liver and spleen scans were as consistent with ~e data as ~ summarized in the tables. These 
" . \~-· . : i' 

tables imply that our concern that the predictions largely derived from a radiotherapy referral center would 

not be relevant elsewhere has not been realized. 

At this point the reader might be wondering why, ifthe initial predictions in 'fabtesS.land S.2 were accurate, 

we bothered to revise them. The reason is that we need predictions that are not only accurate, but ~ helpful 

as ~ible. To a clinician deciding between treatments it is far more informative to know that the probability 

of a particular contingency is 0.99 rather than 0.50. Since including new findings in the predictions tend to 

polarize them towards 1 (certainty) and zero (im~ibility), the revised predictions are generally somewhat 
.- ,;_ ·' -

' :) :·. '; 

less equivocal than the early ones. 

Once the Tufts and Center A patients were shown ro·be 'C6rnpitibfe··Viith the original- database, it seemed 

appropriate to incJude their data in an expanded data base. The. program that resulted from merging the data 

was based on 900 rather than 700 patients. Of course the very compatibil.ity of the new patients with the 

original ones means that the merger brought only slight changes to the prognun. 
'· ;·' ·-· '--· -, .. ; 

S.2 The 1988Test 

In 1980, we decided to perform another test of the validity of the program outside the hospitals involved in its 
.. ,_· ' . . -

calibration. The reasons for this new test were that (i) the 1977 data, samples were too small to al!ow the 

consideration of stage IV predictions in their own right, and (ii) the problems inherent in the variable 

assessments ofhistology may have been artificially recfticed in the 1911 study because the test hoSpitats' were 

similar in terms df histopathology. 

The 1980 trst population consisted of all new pathotogicaJly-stagcd cases of Hoclgki11s di:;casc arising in 100 
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cities and towns in F.astem MamchuseUs over a defined period of time. Confldentiality of data was 

,. 

searched to insure that none or this tat populadoD was iaduded in the existing database. Cinical 

information about these parieDts came ftom 70 hospita1s in the study area; in aa data on histology. sex. 

symptoms, age, and sites oflympbatic involvement was available fbr JOI ~y-s&aged patients. 206 of 

The method for testing accuracy was similar to that used ~'1m. except that ~e wantCd to team about the 

- ' . . ~' - - ., . ' ; 

reliability of all three of the predictions of stage rather than just the two groupings used previously. The test 
' ._ _: ' 

procedure. which is descnl>ed in detail in Appendix II, involved choosing at random one of the three 

predictions made for each patient We ~ the' stage to· which the Ch~' prediction for a given Patient 
r ~. ~ 

referred, the "stage of interest". Thus. given 301 patients. we were really'~ the accuracy or 100 

predictions about staae I+ ll. 100 about m andlOO alMlUt IV~ 

; • : ~ : - > 

Tables 5.5 and 5.6 summarizing our test results appear below. The W"'Slatistics can be interpreted the same 

way as those that appeared in tables S.1-5.4. The hypothesis that aD predictions are.m:curate is statistically 

unacceptable at the 5'1> level if Z is greater than 1632 b 9 groups, ~: 18.31 for 10. 

Tables 5.5 and S.6 make clear that the program's predictions are accurate to within the lewd of daanceo 
~ . .. . . . " 

fluctuations. Thus, once again, we can have confidence ia the original probabilities assigned to various stageS. 

· lymphangiogram results) is taken into account. 

Bayesian program are of little practical importance. The results increase our am~ that the pnwram can 

be useful in a wide variety of hospitals. 

.... 



Table S.S. 1980 Test of predictions based on symptoms. sex and histol~:~ , 

Number of staged patients with this information available: 301 
Actual nµmber overall in "~tage of interest": 99 , 
Expected;'itulitber overall fn· ~stag• of hitltrest"':~· 100-.·9 · 

Group 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

Number 
in 
Group 

37 
20 
11 
11 
14 
12 
13 
19 
34 
17 

113 

Expected Actu•l· "' ·lf--Statittic 
in "stage in "stage 
of intere5'~~ .. of iat.er&at" 

24.94 28 1.21 
12.84 1t -0.70 

6.92 6 -0.06 
6.41 3 -1.42 
6.73 9 1.08 
5.66 4 -1.08 
6.91 6 -0.76 
7.61 6 -0-.50 

11.07 9 -0.78 
6.18 6 -0.27 
9.78 14 1.60 

z '"' 10.39 

Table S.6. 1980 Test of predictions using clinical rmclinp aDd l)'mphanaioaram results 

Number of staged patients with this infonution av.a11able: 206 
Actual number overall in "stege tJf int:erest": 63 · · '., 
Expected number overall in "stage of ,i_nte~e.st": 66. 4~ . 

, .~. " ,· ' 

Group 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7 
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Number 
in 
Group 

28 
17 
12 
11 
14 
18 
106 

Expected Actu•l 
in "stage in "stage 
of interest" of interest" . :; 

22.80 24 
11.87 9 
6.86 7 
6.04 4 
6.06 6 
6.02 3 
9.81 ,U 

z '"' 4.66 

W-Statistic 

0.73 
-1.44 

L .o .18 
-0.83 
0.06 

-1.02 
0.&3 
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6. Ex rle of a Tffbl PatielllS11d• 

dropped 20lb ia weigbtftumbis usual l?ah. fie has DOodaecl'l'llflimf ~;adhas sought medical 

auention because of a slowly-inaasin8 ._ on the left 1i6' of hit neck. BicJiMf otmis· teft·neck mass 

revealed Hodgkins dfSease of the nodular~ bistDkJgf ~· lnvestigations.perronned at this time 

include a chest X-nay and a liver-spleen scan.. both of which"~ normal. We will use this basic information 

to predict the likelihood of each of the stages of the disease, and use this knowledge to plan further 

investigations tailored to treatment 

First the program asks the three question which give infurmatfoo: relating tD the three interdependent findings 

' 
from which the prior probabilities are estimated. In the dialogue between computer and user, the computer's 

questions are in th is typeface, the user's responses in ilalict:ypeJila. 
' ' ,- - . ~ ,. - ; - ,• ,· 

What is the histologic subtype of tha··patient?·,· Nodular sclerosis 

What is the sex of the patien1? 
-~- -

The program then refers to its database to give the apprOpriate prior~ i.e. 

Stages I+II 0.34 
Stage III 0.60 
Stage IV 0. 18 

Having established 'theSe, further questions··lre asked to ~rize the patient·; ·WJth each question the · 

probabilities are modified by Bayes Rule, using ~'i:oilditiohat probabilities of finding given stage. 

In what age group is the patient? 12 to 39 yetm 

This is the correct answer for this patient, but by pressing "?" all possible answers tbe pqram will accept are 

displayed, i.e. 
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Unknown 
Younger than 12 years 
12 to 39 years 
Older than 39 years 
*Display data about fact .•. 
*What if .... 

If the response "*WHAT IF ••• " is selected, the program displays$eiPQSteriorrprobabiliues ffM>~h possible 

answer. 

Younger than 12 years: 
12 to 39 years: 
Older than 39 years: 

1+11 0.21 
I+II 0;39 
1+11 0.20 

UI 0.52 
fII 0.51 
III 0.48 

IV 0.27 
IV 0. 10 
IV 0.32 

The "*DISPLAY DATA ABOUT FACT" option displays the data known about the relationship between the 

patient's age and the stage of the disease, and the conditional probabilities of age given stage, by which the 

prior probabilities are modifted. 

Younger than 12 years 
12 to 39 years 
Older than 39 years 

1+11 0.03 
1+11 0. 84 
1+11 0.14 

III 0. 06 
III 0.74 
III 0.23 

IV 0.08 
IV 0.46 
IV 0.47 

After one enters the appropriate age group for this patient -- 12 TO 39 YEARS.,.. the prior probabilities are 

modified by Bayes Rule, using these conditional probabilities, in this case ·altering them in favor of early stage 

disease. 

Stages l+II 0.39 
Stage III 0.61 
Stage IV 0.10 

The user is then asked conseeutively about left neck/right neck and mediastinat nodes, which mate modest 

changes in the probabilities. Again the same explanatory features are available. 

Were there any nodes detected on the left 
supraclavicular or cervical areas? 

Stages 1+11 0.37 
Stage III 0.53 
Stage IV 0.10 
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were Uere UJ llOdes detected oo Ute rfpt 
supl"&clavtcular or cervical .,...., 

s~ 1+11 1.11 
-..111 1.14 
St.p IY I.• 

h Ute,.. ... tuttHl f ... 1.-.tf 

Stages 1+11 0.39 
State III 0.11 
St119 IV 0.07 

Next. in~ la ~ ~l·~t~~ .. ;m and tile hr·~· .. '°* ,.,m; ~: ... 
explanatory ~are~: .AJtbouah :~ h~ an results ~·~~·-simul-. 

because of their dift"erent iDteqmUtion. questions about their resu1ls are asted separately. 
,-_, .. ··.r f 

Wbat is the appearance of tit• spleen Oft scu? 

Acceptable~·~ .· ., 
.,., * .,.. . ~ ... 

With hnaa 1 taUi the probabilities me modified to: 

Stages I+II 
St .. e III 
St.1f•IY 

,,.,,., Ifft/ 

0.48 
0.48 

. O.Of 

-JO· 

. '~ 

! .: ' . - ~ ;V 

·_;_} 

. :. •' 
\ 

l'"I f" ~ 
'" , .. 
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Was the uptake pattern of 1 iver scaQ. no~Jl or .abnor11aJ? 

Possible answers: 
Normal 
Abnormal 
Unknown 
*What if ..• 
*Display data about fact ••• 

Stages I+II 0.49 
Stage III 0.49 
Stage IV 0.03 

' ;· 

Normal 

The false positive and negative rates for the liver/spleen scan are given in Table 1.2. They have been 

combined with infonnation from the database resardinl·· the· litdihood of an involved liver or spleen m the 

various stages to give conditional pmbabilitiel ror tile tile prot;ability Gl'1a panicUblr 8Call result. givea the 

pathologic stage. 

Having used this basic infonnation to characterize the patient, and obtained the above "posterior" 

probabilities of stage. the program now enquires which. if any, of the more invasive tests have been 

performed. For any that have, probabilities are further modified according to Bayes Rule, using false positive 

and false negative rates that have been derived from the literature, again modified where necessary to link 

results of the tests directJy to patbololicttase as in tlwexampte1bowa'*>F6allium scan in Section 2.2.2. 

The tests asked about at this stage include bone marrow biopsy (BMBX), peICUtaneous li~er biopsy (LBX) or 

peritoneoscopy with guided li:Ver biopsy (PTX), gallium 9ean of abdominal DddeS (GALL) lymphaqiogram 

(LAG), and staging laparotomy (LAJ>). 

., 

The user is then asked whether any of,these test procedures ~ntraindiQtct For each procedure the user 

is prompted with '.8 list of the recogniled contraindications or11tt test. e.g. tOi' JYmphangiogram: 
;; . .'" 
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Doe tn pati.at llaH _,,et tte fctU-'• a.tntatHcatioa• for 
l; •••••••• , 

Prarieu ,......,,?,. - .... ........ .... 
ldfft ••21••ktriQ 
leSftr.dGrJ ... f,.. 
ktiw• ................. . 

" 
Decision analysis is now used to approach dleTF.ST vawal'REAT dlecision. i.e. whether it is necesry at 

ado. The option ol.utiDg cnmlaiuecl • ...., ,..._it.._ ....... · n.-11er ii J'fdiwW tba1.~ .._ 

~ s ,_.din• •...,..••at: . .._ .._ .. i.,.,.. . .--.-..-.,ae:~;,._,. 
allowance should be made fbr a second r-nUsion wilh cllemotherapy if relapae occurs after lialle . ....,...,. 

therapy. If the user elecU· to use combiaell modalitJ dlerapy it is added to dMJIC C8111idered. in the TRF.A T 

branches or the decision ~; ror ~ .,..... Mb as 11ae eae under considemion. 1bae 

tream-ts would then iaclude combined modality therapy (CM). total ~· imdiarion fmn. and MOPP 

First step 
iR pJU 

Total nodal ..... 
Cflt 
LaparotOllJ 
Galll h9- scu. 
LJlllPlwtgiogr• 
B0tte •rrow 
L f.ft.f' btepSJ 

. ·.-, ';·', '"" 

Avera1e Avg 110rltidity Avg 110rbidit1 
, ... ,. ..... '5$ f>f.,~ ... ilhri ' .. , .. .,.~ 

0.6916 
0.6742 
0.8718 
0.7308 
0.11if1';' 
0.72M 
•~130 
8.7386 

0.8 
t.O 
O.t 
886 . ... 
HI ... 
Ut 

:=_;, ..... 
3729 

··j~: 

J.729 
.. · ....... 
·· · '·a1n'" 

Dollar cost 
Qfij.flMt-

,, · =· 
4200 

11666 .... 
18666 
11M8: 
t89H 

.. -mt. note that die plans are 1isled aa:ording to their lint srep. If dHs is a treatment. lben there are, of course. 

no further steps. If the first step is a test. the utilities shown are calculated for die enlire Plan, and include any 



subsequent tests and treatment For example, for the plan beginning with bone marrow biopsy, the plan with 

the highest utility, the whole plan looks like this: 

BMBX 

Negative = = > LAP 

p = 0.99 

Positive 

p. 0.01 
MOPP 

I+ II 
Combined modality 

p = 0.49 

Ill+ IV 
MOPP 

p = 0.51 

This plan shows that when bone marrow biopsy is performed, there is a 0.01 chance of this test being positive; 

this chance is low because the probability of stage IV in this particular patient was only'0.02. Since a positive 

bone marrow biopsy is conclusive proof of stage IV disease. MOPP can then be given wilhout any further 

testing. Ninety-nine percent of the time the bone marrow biopsy will prove negative. At this point the whole 

TEST versus TREAT decision is approached again. The best step, next. with the p1obabi1ities revised by the 
'~ ·i 

negative bone marrow biopsy, is to perform a laparotomy, wilh the chances of I+ IIB disease being .49, and 
,, ,· , 

III & IV being 0.51. Once laparotomy has been performed, stages are known for certain, and no further 

decision is necessary. 

At this point the user is given the option of displaying a number of other items including: 
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A 11 p 1 ans - these are displayed as decision trees similar to tbat above 

One p 1 an - any individual plan can be displayed by designatibg its first step 

Summary of p 1 ans - very similar to the previous tabular display except that plans are displayed 
ranked according to their DFS utility. 

Verbose version of one p 1 an - a particular pl<tD, specified by its first step, is described in 
words. 

Pat i ant summary - all the clinical and test data known about the patie.Q,tart di_splayed. 
i. :. - ~ ~ . 

Following this DISPLAY option, the,µser is pre9ented with the further options which make the program so 

flexible that its use can be adapted to a particular patient, or to the experience of any hosPitaI. These options 

include: 

Change patient information - farther specified as: 

Clinical information 
Test information 

Modify information about tests or treatments - farther specified as: 

Prior probabilities 
False positive/negative rates for questions or tests 
Laparototny as a pe:rf &et test - .can assign a FN rate 
Morta 1 it ies for tests - the rates used are ·diiptayed together 

with an oplion to ~hange I.hem . 
Morbidities for tests - see Tiibte '.12. · · · 
Morbidities for treatments - see Table i2 
Survival data for treatin,nts - these can be changet/:atconlint 

to institutional experfence. 
Consider a diffe~ent tr••tmaAt 
Delete a treatment from consideration 

Reanalyze c·urrent patient ~ if any of the MODIFY options are selected 
one must use this option to recalculate plans. 

Supply your own plan - here the user is given the opportunity to supply 
his/her own plan for management, and compare it with those 
calculated by the computer. 

We will try some of these options for our patient. Imagine that there has been some do·Jbt about his exact 

histologic subtype. and the pathologist notes it has some of the features of the mixed cellularity subtype. We 

want to sec what difference this will make to the probabilities of stage, and hence to the management plans. 
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What do you want to do? 
What do you want to change? 

Change patient information 
Clinical information 

The clinical infonnation known about the patient will then be displayed, and the item to be changed 

designated. In this case, changing the histologic subtype from nodular sclerosis to mixed ccllularity changes 

the probabilities from I+ II 0.49 : III 0.49 : IV 0.03 to I+ II 0.37 : III 0.55 : IV 0.08, i.e. it increases the 

probability of more advanced disease. 

Further, supposing you are not very happy about the patient's lung function -- he is prone to asthmatic 

attacks, which you feel may affect the mortality risk for both the lymphangiogram and staging laparotomy. 

What do you want to do? ModifY information about tests or 
treatments 

What do you want to modify? Mortality rates for tests 

Which test? Lymphangiogram 

The current mortality for lymphangiogram is 0.001. 
What would you like to change it to? 0.005 

Which test? 

The current mortality for laparotomy is 0.01. 
What would you like to change it to? 0.02 

Laparotomy 

Also you wish to consider as an alternative treatment for this patient, the "sandwich" form of combined 

modality therapy, in which 3 courses of MOPP arc given, then a course of radiotherapy, then a second 3 

courses of radiotherapy. Since this option replaces the more conventional combined modality therapy, it is 

first advisable to delete combined modality therapy from consideration, before indicating you wish to 

consider a different treatment. You will be asked at this point for the name of the new treatment and for 

appropliate disease free survival and morbidity data. 

What would you like to do? Consider a different treatment. 

Type the name of this treatment "Sandwich" 

Five year disease free survival for "Sandwich" given l+IIB: 0.75 
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Five year disease free survival for "Sandwich" given 1118: 0.4 
Five year disease free survival for "Sandwich" given· lVB: 0.35 

·~hat is the expected morbidity associated with S•ndwich 3500 

What would you like to do? Beana/yze cunmL patient 

Now, the program again asks whether any invasive teSts have been done already, or are contraindicated. It 

also asks whether combined modality therapy is indicated. Although standard! ci>nlbined modality therapy 

The computer then calculates a new series of plans. whicb incorporate the chan,ges just made, i.e. the different 
• ' > ~ • 

prior probabilities, the increased mortality rate rof'.tfie lymphangiogram and laparotomy. and the new 

"sandwich" treatment. 

First step Average Avg liGrlfi<df~ ;, · A¥t~ llK>rtt• ct.I ty Dollat" cost 
in plan 6-year DFS of test'4ft . ~ oPtfHl!atlftftt~ ~ of -plan' 

Total nodal 0.6386 o.o 1600 3608 
MOPP 0.6610 o.o 3000 1000 
"Sandwich" 0.6819 O.t 3600 j 

Laparotomy 0.6938 866 ·SfR'· 8828 
Gallium scan 0.6942 8&9 3186 8814 
Lylilpttangiog ru 0.8999 814 · .. •32'-4• 6048 
Marrow biopsy 0.6942 860 3186 8473 
Lfver biopsy 0.8939 $11 .3,ltf; i« 8919 
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Gallium 

Negative p = .69 

= •>BMBX 

Positive p • .31 

= =>BMBX 

Negative p = .97 

==>LAP 

Positive p = .03 

• =>MQPP 

Negativep•. 
= =>LBX 

Positive p = .05 
= =>MOPP 

I+ ti P= .50 

• = > Sandwich 

ltl +IV P= .50 

= =>MOPP 

P.osltNe p:• .01· 
= =>MOPP 

= · ~Ys&ndwich 

Ill + tV p = .87 

= =>MOPP 

Altering these factors has led to different diagnostic plans. once again. further testing before selecting 

treatment gives better average disease-free survival vatues. However~ there is now less emphasis on the tests, 

laparotomy and fymphangiogra'.m, which have been estinlated to have ;ihcreascct mortalify rates. 
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7. Analysis: Immediate Laparotomy in Youn1 Asymptomatic Patients 

We wished to use decision analysis to answer two related questions: 

1. Are there certain presentations of Hodgkins' disease (HD) which have such a low probability of 
infradiapbragmatic disease that staging laparotooly is not justified? 

2. If negative test result$ cannot give srifficient certainty of early stage HD tod>Wlte. laparotomy, 
should the patient proceed directly to laparotomy and not be subjected ~ staging tests? 

The decision being evaluated is shown in figure ?!l..:'!fhich isi1hitpte-TF.ST versus 1REAT decision tree. 

The test branch for laparotomy, includes its pen-operative and late infective mortality of I%, and the option 

to treat each Stage witit:its opeimum treatment Since thtHJP8mutJt~t for stage IIIA is being debated, 

~"'·' • - r - ; 

we will evaluate the decision separately for the two diffemtt ueatments ~ are now being used for IllA, 

namely total nodal irradiation (TNI) an4combilled-aodality therapy (CM). :~ 111imtltTadiotherapy 

(EM) is evaluated in the TRF.A T branch for these youna asymptomatic patients. as this would be the 
i 

treatment appropriate to their clinical Sfa8e. 

If the utility of immediate treatment is higher than that after laparotomy fi>Uowed by stage-specific treatment, 

the tests are indicated since. if they prove tQbenegatlve, ~,~·~Jap.,otp",D)'~.lf.0J1.tlle other hand, . 

la~otomy has the higher ut;ility even when all ~e ~·are. nepdve. ~;~.,JPiabt p~ direc~J to . 

laparotomy, with thekno.wled&e that~ can.llf.V~:P\"Q1!'~.~..,~Y '9f~y-e disease to ~w 

immediate treatment 

This particular analysis concerns asymptomatic patients in the age range 12-39 years, the age group with the 

highest chance of early stage disease. The probabilities of stage used to cak;ulate the utilities are derived from 

the findings listed below - one criterion is taken from each category: 
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Fig. 7.1. 

LAP 

Operative 
mortality (.01) 

I+ II 
p(I +II) 

Extended 111 1------
mantle p(lll) 

IV 
p(IV) 

I+ II 
p(I +II) 

Ill 
p(lll) 

IV 
p(IV) 

t 

** When combined modality therapy is being evaluated as the optimal 
treatment for stage IIIA, MOPP salvage of relapse after the single 
modality therapy will be included for fair comparison. 

EM 

TNI or CM•• 

MOPP 

Histologic subtype - only nodular sclerosis (NS) and mixed cellularity (MC) are considered. 

Male or female 

Involvement of right neck nodes (RN +/RN-) 

Involvement ofleft neck nodes (LN + /LN-) 

Involvement of mediastinal nodes (MED+ /MED-) 

111ere are 32 possible combinations of these findings; each set of probabilities is further modified in 

accordance with result.;; of all tests prior to laparotomy being negative. For simplicity we will consider only 
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eight of these combinations i.e. for each sex/histology combination we will show the calculated utility for the 

presentations with: 

the most "FAVORABLE" clinical findings - LN-, RN-, MFD+ 

the most "UNFAVORABLE" findings - LN +, RN+, MED-

Table 7.1 shows the average five year disease-free-survival (5 yr DFS) cakulate<t for each branch of the 

decision tree in Figure 7.1, when the treatment for stage IIIA after laparoton,ty ii 1"Nf. ·+ .. ·~i~j: ~ -":~ : . 
l j ~--' ':"'-~__; l ,_.)' 

Table 7.2 shows the average 5 yr DFS for each branch of the decision tree when combined modality is used 

Taltle 7.1. · • i; · 
S year Disease Free Survival with 1..aparotomy followed 

by Single Modality Therapy or with Immediate &tended M .. R'1i0thcr.,y 
- . ,..~ ,} _, 

PATIENT LAP Wt'fR··' ·,j EXttND£D 
TII FOR MANTLE 
STAGE rttt RADIOTHERAPY 

; \/'. .: '. 

NS FEMALE "FAVORABLE" 79.9~ 78.9'.X 
(0.93,0.07,0.0) 

NS FEMALE "UNFAVORABLE" :.,,:.&1 75.7'.X 
(0.85,0.16,0.00) 

- ~ .. [ ' ~-

NS MALE "fAVORA~LE" 79.ft . 78.3'.X 
(0.91,0.08,0.00) 

NS MALE "UNFAVORABLE" 77.9'.X 74.0X 
{0.82, 0 .17' O.Ol) 

MC FEMALE "FAVORABLE" 78;8 78.5'.X 
(0.88,0.12,0.01) 

MC FEMALE "UNFAVORABLE" 76.6'.X 70.6'.X 
(0.75,0.22,0.03) 

MC MALE "FAVORABLE" 11 .ax 74.0'X 
(0.82,0.18, 0.01) 

MC MALE "UNFAVORABLE" 74.S'X 66.6% 
(0.66,0.32,0.02) 
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for those patients found to be in stage lIIA at laparotomy. For comparison with immediate extended mantle 

radiotherapy, allowance is made for MOPP salvage of patients who relapse after any single modality therapy. 

Table 7.2. 
5 year DFS with Laparotomy followed by Single/Combined(IIIA) 

Modality Therapy or with Immediate Extended Mantle Radiotherapy 

PATIENT FINDINGS 
(PROBABILITIES) 

NS FEMALE "FAVORABLE" 
(0.93,0.07,0.0) 

NS FEMALE "UNFAVORABLE" 
(0.85,0.15,0.00) 

NS MALE "FAVORABLE" 
(0.91,0.08,0.00) 

NS MALE "UNFAVORABLE" 
(0.82, 0.17, 0.01) 

MC FEMALE "FAVORABLE" 
(0.88,0.12,0.01) 

MC FEMALE "UNFAVORABLE" 
(0.75,0.22,0.03) 

MC MALE "FAVORABLE" 
(0.82,0.18, 0.01) 

MC MALE "UNFAVORABLE" 
(0.66,0.32,0.02) 

LAP WITH 
CM FOR 
STAGE II I 

87.7% 

87.1% 

87.5% 

86.8% 

87.2% 

86.1% 

86.8% 

85.5% 

EXTENDED 
MANTLE 
RADIOTHERAPY 

86. 7% 

84.1% 

86.1% 

82.8% 

84.8% 

79.8% 

82.8% 

76.8% 

For all the combinations of clinical findings considered, and with both single and combined modality 

treatment options, laparotomy is calculated to have the highest average utility. However. for some of the 

more favorable clinical presentations there is only a small difference in outcome between laparotomy and 

immediate treatment. Only when the probability of stage lJI disease exceeds 0.20, e.g. the 

"UNFAVORABLE" MC presentations, is the difference in average five year DFS between the TEST and 
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l ·.EAT options above 5%. Other factors than disease-free survival may influence the decision, for example 

J1c opportunity to perform oophoropcxy in female patients. 

re one cannot obviate laparotomy even when all other staging tests are negative, we feel it is preferable to 

po-:ccd directly to laparotomy once the diagnosis of Hodgkins disease is made in this group of asymptomatic 

patients in the age group between 12 and 39 years. We particularly favor this course of action when certain 

unfavorable clinical findings give an appreciable chance of stage III disease. 
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8. Analysis: Laparotorny in Symptomatic Patients 

In using the Bayesian diagnosis program we found that certain cohorts of symptomatic patients with a positive 

lymphangiogram have a very low probability of early stage disease. This study was carried out to determine 

whether, amongst these cohorts, there were any for whom the risks of staging laparotomy (LAP) outweighed 

the benefits it conferred through knowing the stage accurately. This work was first performed and published 

using the 900 patient database (Rutherford et al, 1980). The present study uses the prior probabilities 

calculated from the 1200 patient database. 

For this study the probabilities of stage were calculated for cohorts of symptomatic patients, with a cohort 

being defined by one criterion from each of the following categories: 

(1) Nodular sclerosis (NS) or mixed cellularity (MC) histologic subtypes 

(2) Age 12-39 years, or older than 39 years 

(3) Male or female 

(4) Involvement/non-involvement left cervical lymph nodes. 

(5) Involvement/non-involvement right cervical lymph nodes. 

(6) Involvement/non-involvement mediastinal lymph nodes. 

All patients were assumed to have a positive lymphangiogram and a negative percutaneous bone marrow 

biopsy. 

There were thus 56 different combinations of findings, for which probabilities of stage were calculated, again 

using a simplified three stage version of the Ann Arbor criteria (Carbone et al, 1971), in which stages IB and 

IIB are combined. There were too few patients with the lymphocyte predominant and lymphocyte depleted 

subtypes for meaningful data in these categories. 
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8.1 Calculation of Decision Making Thresholds 

A decision-mating threshold was calculated at which the result of treatment:after laparotomy, taking into 

account the mortality of the operation, was equivalent to immediate combination chemotherapy treatment 

with nitrogen mustard, vinctistine'(Qncovin), 12roeamazine and'J2~ (MOPP) (DeVita et al, 1980). 

Treatments planned after Japarotomy were totaJ nodal. ~(fNl}itit' .. I& AND tlB, and MOPP 

chemotherapy for HIB wt IVB. F.stimates oNhe pmbibilityWWte'Jilir .. 1fie sufvml (DPS) for a 

literature (Aisenbeq et al, 1976, De Vita et al 1980, Goodman et al 1971, ltme"beq et~ 197S). 
- ·~-. . ··, ~~ -, ... : 

Tdlel.l. PercM•SYear~J!•S.~--·°tfJ .tJJllii 

Stage 18 and 118 

Stage 1118 

Stage IVB 

• • esti•ate 

TII ..,.., 

70 

26 

o• 

10 

36 

The probability of S year disease-tree survival after laparotomy is calculated by adding the products of the 

probability of each stage, derived from the computer and the results of the best treatment for that stage; this is 

then corrected for the mortality of the operation (peri-operadvieand. post~). i.e. 

(DFSTNI,l+Il p(I+II) + DFSMOPP,III p(IU} + DfS.,,p.1y.P(IV)] (1 - mortality) 

Ifwe substitute the appropriate DFS values from Table 8.1 this expres.Wn becomes: 

[0.70 p(l+II) + 0.50 p(III) + 0.35 p(IV)] (1 - mortality) 

'The probability of S year disease-free survival if immediate MOPP therapy is given is: 

DFSMOPP,1+11 p(l+ll} + DFSMOPP,111 p(III) + DFSMOPP,IV p(IV) 
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Again, substituting the values from Table 8.1 this becomes: 

0.60 p(l+ll) + 0.50 p(III) + 0.35 p(IV) 

P(IV) can be expressed as [1 - p(I +II) - p(Ill)]. The threshold between laparotomy and immediate MOPP 

therapy - found when the post-laparotomy disease-free survival is equal to that after immediate MOPP - can 

then be written as a linear equation. If, for example, one assumes a 1% total mortality from laparotomy, 

substitution of this in the laparotomy expression gives a linear equation for the threshold in terms of the 

probability of stage (I+ II) and III: 

9.65 p(l+ll) - 0.15 p(III) = 0.35 

This threshold is displayed in a graph with the probability of stage (I+ II) and stage III on abscissa amd 

ordinate respectively and a line drawn between 1.0 on each axis, to outline the area relevant to the study 

(Figure 8.1). 

Any patient cohort can be represented by a point on this graph in terms of the probability of stage I+ II and 

stage III. The nearer the origin of the triangle, the higher the probability of stage IV. 

The threshold between laparotomy and MOPP marks off an area where there is a low probability of stage IB 

and IIB. To the right of this threshold line is the area where laparotomy is the best course of action, despite its 

mortality. 

The equation for the threshold between laparotomy and MOPP is affected by the estimated mortality for 

laparotomy. As the estimated mortality oflaparotomy increases, this threshold shifts to the right, diminishing 

the area where laparotomy is the preferred course of action, and increasing the area where immediate MOPP 

should be given (Figure 8.2). 

The equation for the Lhrc!'ihold if 1.he laparotorny 11101 tality is 2% is: 
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Fig.8.1. 
Decision thresholds between LAP and MOPP (Threshold i} and LAP and TNI 

(Threshold ii} when LAP mortality is estimated as 1%. 

1.0 

.90 

.80 
' 

• 70 
;_,~, ~. :' '/~~ <~t-~;-3'1lr~-.::~~:-t~~.·~:~!~~,"--~-. 

,f.-_ • 

.eo 

P(IU) .50 

";40'-
·LAPAAOTOMY 

.30 

.20 

.10 ' ~~. '. ' .. -!i. .. . :. TN 

.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .80 .10 .80 t.O 

9.3 p{I+II} - 0.3 p{III) • 0.7 

8.95 p{l+II} - 0.45 p{llI) • 1.06 

If there is uncertainty in the results of therapy, the threshold equation reflects this, and the threshold line 

becomes blurred. For example, if our estimates for DFS arc off by 0.03 in opposite directions. and the 

difference between the results of the two treatments is at a maximum, the threshold line between MOPP and 
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Fig. 8.2. The effect of increasing LAP IDOl'talitJ estimates OJlfidsion ~-~-

1.0 

.80 

.70 

.80 

P(lll) .50 

.40 

.30 

.20 

.10 

.10 .20 .ao .4o .50 .eo • :nr~ .so · .oo 1.0 

P(I +II) 

Values for varying LAP mortality are inf,iicated. 

laparotomy is shifted to the left. Conversely, when there is the least difference between results for each 

treatment, the threshold· line is shifted to the right, matins the value of laparotomy· tess. This "blurring" of 

the line is accentuated by increasing mortality oflaparotoav~1Bunf&3).' 

If laparotomy has a false negative rate the decision threshold is shifted in such a way as to diminish its value. 

False negative rates oflaparotomy of 1% and 5% are considered. In this context "false negative" refers to true 

stage Ill patients who are incorrectly called stage (I+ II), and to stage IV patients mis-staged, with one quarter 

of the latter being called st1gc (I+ 11). and the remainder being called stage III. 
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1.0 

.90 

.80 I 
I 

.70 I 
I 
I 

.60 I 
I 

P(lll) .50 
·I 
I 
I 

.40 I 
I 
I 

.30 I 
I 
I 

.20 I 
I 

I I 
.10 I I 

I , I 

l "' I 

:}~ . i,~,.. o~~ c 
.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .eo .10 .80 .eo 1.0 

P(I +II) 

The dotted nnes on either side of tile solid 'lines boun·ct the areas 
included when 3% uncertainty in treatment. results is taken into account. 
(tAP mortality is estiat-4td as tX~) 

Analogous threshold lines can be drawn between laparotom}( and munediarc: nu:. these mark ofj~ ~ 

area where there is a very high probability of~ ;JB ancHI& · W~ foued. however,.- that tberc were no 

cohorts of symptomatic patients - not even those with the most favorable combinations of findings and 

negative 1ymhangiogram - whose probabilities fell within the area to the right of the laparotomyffNI 

threshold. where immediate TNI would be the better option. This was so even when laparotomy mortality 

was increased to 3%, when uncertainty in therapy results was considered and when false negative rates were 
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considered for laparotomy. 

8.2 Results 

A point representing each of the fijty·six sets of probabilities of. st.age derived. by the computer for 

symptomatic lymphangiogram-positive "patients" was pl~on a ~lite those .shown in figures 8.1-8.3 

to determine which decision was appropriate for each cohort; These results are presented in tabular form. 

Table 8.2 shows results when the only variable affecting the threshotd was the mortality of the staging 

laparotomy. With laparotomy mortality estimated at 1 %, six of the 56 cohorts had such a high probability of 
- , -~ .. ' 

late stage disease that the point representing their probabilities was p~d jn the area where MOPP thetap¥ 

could be given immediately. If the mortality of LAP wu ~; aadithe threshold line moved to the riaht 

(Figure 8.2), the "immediate MOPP area" included all male MC patients with positiVe Jymphangiogram, 

together with several other cohorts which represented the less favorable· findings for the other categories. If 

the laparotomy mortality was estimated to be 3%, all male patients with Positive lymphangiogram are plotted 

in the "immediate MOPP area", together with more than half the cokorts•offemale patients considered. 

Tables 8.2-8.5 show that the numbe of cohorts of patients for whom immediate MOPP wao; justified increased 

considerably, when some of the variables influencing the decision, namely the false negative rate for 

laparotomy and the uncertainty of the treatment results. were cen$idered. .. Tue uncertainty in treatment 

r~ults influenced the decision most, but considering f.,aqati.ve and false positive rates for laparotomy also 

increased the number of cohorts for whom immediate MOPP was 1fldicaied. 
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Table8.2. 
SYMPTOMATIC ADULT• PATIENTS WITH POSHIVE LYMPHANGIOGRAM FOR IMMEDIATE MOPP 

LAP. 
MORT 

t'X 

HIST. 
TYPE 

MC 

SEX 

M 

PATTERN OF NODAL INVOLVEMENT 
N-N- N+N- N+N+ N+N- N+N+ 

M+ M+ M+ M- N-

)39 >39 >39 >39 
---------------------------------------------------------------
2% 

3'X 

NS 
NS 
MC 
MC 

NS 
NS 
MC 
MC 

M 
F 
M 
F 

M 
F 
M 
F 

>39 

ALL 

All 

ALL 
>39 

•Adult - older than 11 years 

>39 

ALL 

All 
)39 
All 
>39 

>39 

ALL 
>39 

ALL 
>39 
ALL 
>39 

>39 - refers to patients older than 39 years 

M = MediastinUll N = Cervical lymph nodes 

+ = involved with Hodgkins disease 

= not involved with Hodgkins disease 

i.e. N+N+ =Bilateral cervical node involvement 
N-N- • Cervical nodes not involved 

ALL 
>39 

ALL 
>39 

ALL 
>39 
All 
ALL 

ALL 
>39 
ALL 
>39 

ALL 
All 
ALL 
ALL 

N-N+ = Unilateral cervical node involvement - r~ght- or left-sided. 

8.3 Discussion 

From basic clinical information and the results of the lymphangiogram we have been able to predict the 

likelihood of the various pathologic stageS in symptomatic HD, and to compare the value of immediate 

chemotherapy with that oflaparotomy in a group of patients who·have a low probabUity of early stage disease. 

With the simple decision-making techniques used here it is possible to analyze the effect of three important 

variables on the decision to perform laparotomy - its mortality for a given patient, the validity of the results of 

laparotomy and the reliability of treatment results on which management decisions depend. Even with the 

conservative figures we have used for these variables, this approach could save an appreciable number of 
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Table 8.3. 
SYMPTOMATIC ADULT• PATIENTS WITH POSITIVE LVMPHANG>IOORAM FOO IMMEDIATE MOPP 

IF THERE IS 3X <UNCERTAINTY Ill lREAlMlN·T RESULTS 

LAP. 
MORT 

HIST. 
TYPE 

SEX 
~ , -

PATTERN OF NODAL INVOLVEMENT 
N-N- N+N- N+N+ N+N- N+N+ 
f4+ M+ M+ M- M-

------------------------------------------~---------~----------
1% NS 

NS 
MC 
MC 

M 
F 
M 
F 

>39 

ALL ALL ALL:· . 
>39 

All 
>39 
ALL 
>39··· 

ALL 
>39 
ALL 
>39 ,, 

. . . 

--------------------·---------------------------------------~--
2% ALL 
--------------------------~~--------------~~------~~~-------·--
3% ALL 

For key to table, see Table 8.2 

Table 8.4. 

LAP. 
MORT 

. . 
SYMPTOMATIC ADULT• ·PATIEITS WITH POSITIVE LYMflHAHGIOGAAM 

FOR WHOM IMMEDIATE MOPP .IS,,JffE 8ETIEB:'OPTION 
WHEN LAPAROTOMY IS CONSIDERED TO HAVE A 1% FALSE NEGATIVE RATE 

HIST. 
TYPE 

SEX PATTERN OF NODAL INVOLVEMENT 
N-N.- 'N+N- fl+N+ l+ft- N+I+ 

M+ M+ M+ M- M-

-------------------------------------------·-------~-----------
1% NS 

MC 
M 
M >39 >39 )39 

>39 
>39 

---------------------------------------------------------------
2% NS M )39 >39 ALL ALL ALL 

NS F >39 >39 >39 
MC M ALL All ALL ALL ALL 
MC F >39 )39 >39 >39 

---------------------------------------------------------------
3X NS M ALL All All ALL All. 

NS F >39 >39 )39 ALL ALL 
MC M ALL ALL All ALL All 
MC F >39 }39 ALL ALL ALL 

For key to table, see Table 8.2 

patients the rigors, risks and expense of a LAP, and of the other tests freq~Uy perfomied in routine staging. 

In certain patients the risk of laparotomy mortality may well be higher than 1%. Immediate postoperative 

mortality for 2345 patients from 27 different series was 0.5% (Table 1.3); none of these series reported 
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Table S.S. 

LAP. 
MORT 

SYMPTOMATIC ·AOUlt•/ 'PAHENTS. WltH .POS'nIVE ,U1RfANGllOGRAM 
FOR. WffOMi' lMNfDIATE •.MOPP ·. lS·<IHIUBltTER ORJI-ON 

WHEN LAPAROTOMY. IS CONSIDERED TO HAVE A 5X FALSE NEGATIVE RATE 

HIST. SEX PATTERN: OF NODAL INVOLYiiMENT 
TYPE N-N- N+N-· N+N+ N+N-· N+N+ 

M-tt M+ M+, M- M-

------------------~----------------·------------------------~--
lX NS M >39 >39 >39 .. ALL 

MC M >39·· >39 ALL- ALL ALL 
MC f >39 

------------------------------------------~-~------------------
2X NS M. All All All All:· ALL 

NS F >39 >3$<f >39 ALL 
MC M- ALL All All ·-All . All 
MC f >39 >39 ALL ALL ALL 

----------------------------------------------~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~-
3X NS 

NS 
MC 
MC 

M 
f 
M 
F 

ALL 
.>39 
ALL 
>39 

ALL ALL 
>39 .. . All 
ALL ALL 
ALL ALL 

All 
. All 

ALL 
ALL 

ALL 
.All . 
All 
ALL 

\t·r,J- .. :, ;·;'~!·~--:~< -~.:it. ~·l'.· 

age-specific rates, but there~ be wUS,nrlatiQJtt-'Vith muql«.ver rarea illiyounger patients IQ<t higher tatea; 

in older patients, or those with other-complicating factors;· In addition to post"Opel'ati~_e mortality, there may 
,.,. ~ 

also be a delayed mortatfty due to · the fulniilum_t ~~known t.O occur. in i. small prl>Portion of 

sp1enectomized patients; tlli8 usua11y 0c;eurs wi~z years or:~tenectorily<(Knvit. 19fn. WheoJ>esser and'. 
,t-

. ~' .·' 
U1tmann (1973) coUated resuks from ~190 patient&•lenectallliud as part of staging Japarotomy,they found 

that Jate death from oveAtltilming sepsis, unrelated to trcatlllent·induced.'leucopenia4or other pteeipitating'. 
- , ·-~ L·.:_ ·-~ ., ... 

cause, occurred in 0.5%. Other series feport higher rates ci~ \)o&t·spleit~my sepsf$; for exaJi9>1e Singer 
• ,' , , ,t o• '• , o ~.' > • 

(1973), reviewing 2975 splenectomized patients, found the overaJL:la~ ~ fclte.from lnt"ection was.l .. S2% . . . ~. '"'"' ... · '. . ' ' " 

even patients who had splenec~y incident.l!l. to anotb~r pperaliQQ. had an_ appreciable mortality from this 

complication '(O;gf;..,); Fuithennore, iuSceptibfHtY 10 infectitm after ~y inay be exacerbated by 

treament·induced marrow suppression, (SchimptT & O'Connell. 1977). and by the defects in cellular 

immunity frequcnt1y noted in paticrits with HD (Desforges et a], 1979). 
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In this study, the mortality of laparotomy is considered to be its only disadvantage, and one must remember 

its other liabilities. In addition to mortality, 6. 7% of the 2345 patients in Table 1.3. had serious complications 

of the st.aging laparotomy; these included such major post·operative problems as subphrenit abscess, 

pulmonary embolism or intestinal obstruction requiring reoperation. 

Uncertainty about results of treatment should inftuenee therapeutic decisierts. · For example there is no ftnn 

evidence that any treatment has a particular advantage fotstages l&and'HB ~ recent trials (Goodman et al 

1977, Rosenberg et al 1978) have not demonsuated a statistieatlY siglilfbmt difference between TNI and 

combined modality treatment Alt reported series of path.ologlcallf"'S(Aged·UB patients contain less than 25 

patients in any particular treatment group (Aisenberg , & Qazi, 1976, Fazekas et al 1975, Fuller & 

Madoc·Jones, 1977, Goodman et al 1977, Rosenberg et'at 1978, Sto~f:&Cox, 1977). In these small groups 

results for TNI vary between 791, and 48% S year disease free survival. Pot a series of 25 patients, 95% 

confidence limits for a disease free survival of 79% range between 90% and 60%, and when disease free 

survival is 48% they range between 72% and 27% (Greenwood & Hartley, 1962). The uncertainty rate we have 

used (3%) in these calculations is, therefore, a very conservative estimate for uncertainty in TNI results. Even 

this modest uncertainty, however, made a considerable difference to the numbers of patient cohorts for whom 

immediate treatment was appropriate. The MOPP chemotherapy regime for treating disseminated disease 

has large series (Aisenberg & Qazi, 1976, DeVit.a et al, 1980) reported with long-tenn follow-up and much 

narrower confidence limits; there is, however, little infonnation on its use in localized disease. Some dat.a on 

the use of MOPP for early st.ages has come from Uganda (Olweny et al, 1978), but this patient group is 

scarcely comparable, since their patients were predominantly young boys, who had minimal clinical staging; 

moreover, separate data for A and B patients is not given. Our figures for MOPP for stage IB and IIB are 

estimates, therefore, and subject to uncertainty, as are the estimates for TNI for disseminated disease. 

A further complicating factor in the decision is the accuracy of laparotomy. Although physicians use the 

results of this operation as the final answer, there is likely to be a false negative rate, due t.o s:1mpling error. 
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This sampling error is difficult tD qNUtitate; Colman et 111(1~7) show,ed.,fhatl8 qf 88 Hodgki~4isease 

patients still had lymphoaraPhically-abnormtl nodCs after LAP .. A.. l W> false :negaUve qlle aecms realistic for a 

surseon experienced in this type of surpcy,; fl S~ false,,o.epti,¥e rate:~Y ~.apprqpriaJe for a surgeon .not 

experienced in staging 1aparotomy. 

In spite of thest'u~rtajnties in~ aJl4 outcolne, ~ ~ ~and~~~tmanaaemeat 

must be made. Tables 8.2-8.S give ~lines:for,-ents •.ma1~4ifeGtly,to &reatlBent with MOFP. 

with provision to include d\e-.~ ~ ~ 4anacu,.-~M of!W.eshold analysis can be-lP,Plied 

even if different treaJments are used. Piobal.>ilities .Q,f patl)o~ Me.~ ,a giv~ padent ~.be obtained 

from Appendix 1: Ba~ Rule can be-used to ine()IW.._ tht}~&J flf .. y ._ ~sing false.positive u4 false 

n~ve rates app1opriateto theinstijutian io wtQ:h t.bq ~,~a~~ decision thresholds can 

be derived by substituqthe new treatment results in tlte ~Id~ . 

.. I 
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9. Problems in Applying Decision Analysis to Hodpins Disease 

There are smne limitatiOBS in the -Hodgkins disease .decisifn ·analysis · pmgram .which may restrict its 
• 

usefulness. 

Utilities have posed the major problem. When we wish to evaluate our plans in terms of five year disease-free 

survival (5 yr DFS) we have had difficulty in finding large series of patients for whom disease~free survival 

data is available. All too often the series are small, with relatively few patients followed through to the five 

year stage, so that the data has considerable uncertainty. For some stages and treatments there is no 

disease-free survival information available. for example for chemotherapy in early stage disease or for 

radiotherapy in advanced disease. These values, therefore, have had to be estimated. 

A further problem with the utilities of plans is that there is no reasonable way to "trade-otr' or compare 

morbidity data with disease-free survival data. In the program these are, therefore, simply quantitated and 

expressed separately. Even comparing the different types of mortality is a problem. In our plans the "cost" of 

a post-operative death from laparotomy is balanced against survival disease-free at five years, where the latter 

is used to mean cure. It seems certain, however, that most patients would not regard immediate death and 

relapse at S years as having equal "cost". 

The program is also not useful in those cases with unusual presentations. Since it is dependent on data to 

calculate both the prior and the conditional probabilities of stage, unusual presentations are poorly 

represented and we have little confidence in probabilities calculated from these data bt.."Cause of sampling 

error. The management of such presentations as bilateral axillary node involvement alone, or of inguinal or 

other isolated infra-diaphragmatic involvement is not clear cut For this rca'i<>n these arc just the type of 

patient for whom the physician would like some guidance about the likely spread of diS<:a.~. yet because of 

the relative rarity of such cases our program does not have suffteient data to give retia.ble probabilities of 

st.nge. The same problem arises with patients with the less common histological subtypes - lymphocyte 
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depleted and lymphocyte predominant. 

There is also a problem with ltiS.tologic inte~n .. our priot; prtlbabilities «Jf st.age. are quite strongly 

influenced by the histological subtype of the HD. There is, however, considerable variation :.amooast 

pathologists in their reporting of the HD histology within the Rye histologic clmification (Jones et al, 1977). 

Since our testing of the database showed that the program made accurate predictions of stage, we have 

concluded that this uncertainty in assigning histologic subtypes is not of major importance to our program. 
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10. The Computer Implementation 

The goal of this chapter ·is to reveal· enough of the workings of. the· Hodgkins disease program to allow an 

interested programmer to reproduce it. The following tGpiEs wtll'be;addft9ed: 

1. representations ofknowledge about Hodgkins disease, including stages, clinical findings, tests, 
and treatmtnts, and· pr-obabitities 

2. data structures:for maintaining adeseriplion-0f a padent 

3. data structures for representing decision treea 

4. calculating probabilities of stage 

5.. growing decision trees and making decisions 

6. subsidiary programs for displaying and modifying program data 

7. interactive features to deal with the twin problems of low band-width data transmission and 
use of typewriter input by non-expert typistl 

8. additional features: threshold analysis, salvage analysis 

10.1 Introduction 

The Hodgkins disease computer system consists of two independent Mlystems: a computer program. for 

performing decision analysis in the management of patients with Hodgkins, and a database system for 

managing information about 2000 individual Hodgkins disease patients. Both subsystems are large, 

interactive Lisp programs devoted to ease and rapidity of use. lbe operation of these programs from the 

user's point of view has been discussed in other sections. This section deals with the details of the 

implementation of the: decision. anatysis subsystem. 
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10.2 Maclisp as an Implementation Lanauage 

Several features of LISP. and of the Maclisp dialect inp~ fecTaated:fhe.devek>pmcntef dte Hodakins 

disease program. LISP provides data atructUta ~'*' W metresentiaa ieomplex strucbJfes such as 

decision trees and diagnostic plans, namely s-txpressions. Maclisp, together with the text editor fJnacs, 
' ~ .d 

provides a remarkable interactive programming environment, with uedkal~~·'1llle LISP 

language, augmented by a macro package for~a,provitl~11u111Wd:~mprialem mating.and 

manipulating complex, repetitive, and recursive structwn 'r1'be_:Jle8blo·iaput1all4A:R1&put1oapabilities of 

Maclisp allow the easy development of dialog between computer and....-.. · 

10.3 Data Structures 

The Hodgkins disease decision analysis program operates-en ;Chae,.,.,. Ql\.ilafonmden: ~ledge about 

10.3.1 lnowledae about Hod&klns Dlseue 

1. identifiers for important aspects of the disease, including symptoms. tests. and treatments (e.g. 
an imperlant1..,ect 4' a· perlicd)lr .Jlllieat'•:~llM dilllll lt:iac~O IJIF8"*°" -
whether the patient is asymptomatic (A) or symptomadc (B)); 

2. qualitative relationships between these aspects of the disease (e.g. the program contains 
infonnation dcnotina the fact that symptornatolas,·*'i•.-tcD•••,.daicll indiagda. 
Hodgkins disca8c); and 

3. quantitative (probabilistic) relationships between aspectS of the disc.e (e.g. the probability of 
positive left neck nodes in a symptomalic stage Ill patient is 0. 7S). 

This knowledge is stored partly as the values of ftce (or global) variables in the lisp environment, and partly 

as propeny lists. Free variables arc used mainly to give names to useful lists of items, such as the list of 
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clinical findings or the list of tests. Examples of such free variables. and their default values, are shown below. 

The names of the variables are on the left, their vall.ICS. in conventional LISP list notation, are on the right 

Variable 

*prior-findings• 
•conditional-clinical-findings• 

*clinical-findings• 

•tests• 
*all-findings• 
•treatments• 

•stages• 

'(hfstologic-subtype symptomatology sex) 
'(age left-neck right-neck mediastinum 

spleen•size liver~scan) 
(appemt *prior-findings• 

•conditional-clinical-findings•) 
'(gal lag bmttx lb«) -
(append *clinical-findings• •tests•) 
' (to ta J .-no<la 1 .11$j)f) ext.ended,..mant le 

combined-modality) 
'(i+ii iii iv) 

These lists may be modified under user command. For example, if the user wants to have the program 

consider a treatment different from the four included in •treatments•, he invokes a request which runs a 

program which adds the name of the new treatment to the list •treatments•. 

Property lists are used to maintain detailed information abo~t ~h of the findings. tests, and so on. For a 

clinical finding, this information includes the list of value$ of.the findi~g (e.g. SEX may be one of (MALE 

FEMALE)). plus directions to the program about how to ask about the sex of the patient and bow to diij>lay it 
';· 

to the user. Such information is stored in a disk file, from which it is loaded when a new version of the 

Hodgkins program is constructed. For example, the information about SEX appears in a text file as the 

s•exprcssion below: 

(*load sex 
(kind clinical-specific) 
(results (male female)) 
(inquire {!What is the sex of the pati•nt?I))) 

This expression is evaluated, to give SEX the property list sJtown :below. (The "INQUIRE" and/'KEYLST'' 

properties provide the program with information for asking the ·uaer questions about the sex of the given 

patient) 
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(RESULTS 
KIND 
INQUIRE 
KEYLST . 

(ft1ALE FEMALE) 
CLI•tCAL•SPfCIFIC 
(!What is the sex of the patient?!) 

"{{MALE. lfll ·KfYSTR11G; ~Male'f ttfllROf,,fMl£} 
(FEMALE NIL KEYSTRING IFemaltf RETURN 'FEMALE) 
(UNKNOWN NIL KEYSTRING !Unknown! RETURN 'UNKNOWN) 
(l•WHAT IF •. ,..Jj: NIL KEYSTRING 1•what if .•. ?L 

RETURN 'WHAT-IF) 
(I •fUJD~NGS. SO· F~Rf ,,,_IL KEYSTRING I •Finding~ :~O far I 

• . • · , . ,10 ~ETURN ~'\_tff>lftG~fM) 
(I •OISPlAhl>~TA •. , .. h. KEYSTRING 1 •01spl ay data I 

RETURI Dl,~'-A¥;-DATA))) 

For a test, the detailed information coruists of: the ••'of the test, the cost of the test in terms of mortality, 

morbidity, and· money, an~ the 'tor/ditional- probil1Jr1ititts relating test results and stage. For a ··ti'eatmtnt, it· 

includes numerical values for survival values, nforf>iWty ,: and dollar cost 

10.4 Patient Description 

Throughout a decision analysis session, the program maintains a description of the patient, which is 

represented as the property list ot" the atDm PA Tl 'E'NT-MOIJE l. It bas' entrieS tOr the knoWn values of clinkat 

findfnSs (e.g. SEX=MALE), fur the k'no\Vn'resuits of tests previousij ~ea out, and fur the ~~rre~t ~timates 

of stage probabilities. ;~e'tlle dCcision anat~is has tieeri'cfun~ ~t,c'th~ Set of recommende-0 diagnostic' 

p1ans is added tD the patient description. For example, the Patient describect in'the tirSt p~agraph of the last 

chapter would be repre8ented internally a5 the· propertY list be101w:' 

(PROBABILITIES 
A-OR-8 
HISTOLOGIC-SUBTYPE 
SEX 
AGE 
LEFT-NECK 
RIGHT-NECK 
MEDIASffNUM 
SPLEEN-SIZE 
LIV~R~SCAN 

Decembfr 1981 

(0.486 0.485 0.029) 
B 
NS 
MALE 
11<AGE<40 
P05If:f9E•tfFT~WfCl 
NEGATIVE-RIGHT-NECK 

· REGl'TJVE-ttED?ISlHbf '• 
NORMAl-SIZE-llO-DEFECTS 
JIORMAl.-LIVER-~··. 
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10.5 Probability Calculatioas · 

The program uses Bayes Rule to calculate stage probabilities from the patient description. For reasons 

discussed elsewhere in this article, the three findings SEX, HISTatOGIC.;..5t:t8fYPE; and SYMPTOMATOlodY 

were selected as the basis on which to estimate the prior probabilities. Once the program has asked for the 

values of each of these findings, it looks up the initial probabilities in a table indc.xed by the fin~ings. 

The program then askS for the other clinical findings and, uSinf Bayes Rule, updates the probability estimates 

after each answer. Assumptions of conditional independence were made where intuitively reasonable and not 

contradicted by statistical data. Dependence was incorporated in two ~,by clumping dependent findings 

and by explicitly conditioning certain con~tiona1 pmbabi1itlts ® the val\.ies Of other findings. aumping was 

used in creating the group of findings for initial probabilities. Explicit conditioning was used to deal with the 
~;·f'~;.;~;· . ' '. - -. '··. ~- ._ ' -

dependence of several findings on the symptomatology of the patient Further, several of the findings were 

thought to be tests of more fundamental findings sUch aslivcfot spteen· in\'Olvement'•fn these cases, a two 

stage version of Bayes Ruie wa$use<L as described in Sed:i<>ri'2;l; 

Our implementation of Bayes Rule in Maclisp calculates the list of posterior probabilities from the 

conditionals and the list of priors, following the math~ma~ statem~nt ~f Bayes Rule, shown below for t!ie 
; ' ,' . I • . ~ ,, ~ • t· )'t! "{ ":: 2--·: .' < • ~ ~ - •• ~. '.-. 

probability of stage I+ II given positive right neck nodes(+ M)Z. 
- .::t - -." ' '' ;~ - - ' 

P(l+IIl+RN) = =p~+~R~N.-..I_+.,...,.......,,.....,..,...,,,--=-.,.......-.......,,..:.;.~;;.,..,; ....... ,.....:,.p;.,,,..;;.,;;;+----.,...,...-:=,...,..,..~V~*~P,....,....I~+_.....V~ 

(defun Bayes (finding prior) 
(unitize ; normalize the list 
(for prob in prior as stage in '(I+II III IV) 

collect 

,,;. ' ,, '· _, .. ' 

(times (Conditional-Probability-of finding stage) prob})))) 
;of the products af ·pTilJrs amt cunditionals 

For example, if the prior probabilities are ' ( . 3 • 3 • 4) corresponding :to stagc:s ' ( I+ JI I JI IV) in a B 
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patient with a certain set of clinical findings. then the list of posterior probabilities given that the patient has a 

positive right neck node is { bayes '+RI ' { • 3 • 3 • 4)}. 

The calculation of this quantity proceeds as follows: 

1. finding is bound to '+RN 

2. priorisboundto '(.3 .3 .4) 

3. For each prob in prior comspondiug to the stages. the followi0$ product is caJculated: 

P( +RN I stage) •prob 

The list of these products is constructed. and then normalized to have $81111.0 by the function 
unitize. This is exactly equivalent to dividing by the usual denominatDr in the expression 
for Bayes Rule, sincetbat ~inator is just the sum.of the wmormatized pn>ducts. · 

10.6 Decision Trees and Diapesdc Plw 

Once all of the known information about the patient has been used to ~te the. stage probabilities. thtl 

program construciS diapostic plans for the patient from the available teses and tlabDellts.. A diaposdc plan 
' ~ < • 

is represented by a recursive list structure according to the following BNF-lite syntax: 

Plan := (Utility-SU11aary Utility-Data Branches} 

Util ity-S-ry :• {UtilitJ • Action) 

Ut i 1 i t1. is the .numeric ezpectal utility of the plan 

Ut i 1 i.ty-Data is a breakdown of utility by attributm1 

Action :• Treatllent I Test 

Treat11ent := TII I MOPP I EM 

1. Though space in the structure has been left for this item, the current version of the program does not use multiple utility attributes 
except when summarizing an entire plan al top-level The "'8CC is filled with !he atom 'utitily-data·place-hokler. 
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Test := BMBX I LAG I LBX I GAL LAP 

Branches := (Branch) (Branch . Branches) 

Branch := (Test-Result Probability-of-Result Posteriors Plan) 

Test-Result is a result of specified test E.g. if test is BMBX, then Test-Result 
may be either +BM8X or .. BMIX. 

Probabil ;ty-of-Resul t is a numerical value representing the probability that the 
result will occur, given the prior probabilities at that ,!)Pint in the tree. 

Posterfars is the list of probabilities after the result of the test has been taken into 
account 

Pl an (second appearance) is the plan which is optimal if the given test result occurs 

For example, the plan shown below is represented internally as the list structure following it 

Plan 1: The following diagnostic plan h~s an ~sti•ated OFS of 0.5873 for an 
A patient with probabilities: 1+11 0.0337 III 0.3716 IV 0.6946 

I 0.04 l+U EM 
I 0.89 - LAP 
I 

I O • 42 II I TNI 
\ 0.64 IV MOPP 

BMBX I 
I 
\ 0.11 + MOPP 

Internal representation: 

((0.5872 . BMBX) 
utility-data-place-holder2 

((-BMBX 0.8886 
(0.0379 0.4182 0.6438) 
((0.69iO . LAP) 
utility-data-place-holder 
((PATH-STAGE-I+II 0.0380 

(1.0 0.0 O~O) 
((0.82 . EXTENDED-t:IANTLE))) 

(PATH-STAGE-III 0.4183 . 
(O.O 1.0 0.0) 
((0.64 . TOTAL-NODAL))) 

(PATH-STAGE-IV 0.6438 
(0.0 0.0 1.0) 
({ O • 65 • MOPP)))) )) . 

{+BMBX 0.1115 (0.0 0.0 1.0) ((0.5~. f40PP))))) 

The plans arc created by exhaustively tracing a large decision tree of possibilities using a computer 

2. See previous footnote. 
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implementation of "averaging out and folding back". The initiatOr of tree analysis is the. function 

Expand-Top-Level-Choice-Node, whicll. ~routs subn:ees beginnin8 With each .of the pomble 

treatments (listed in •treatments•), the special test LAP, and other tests not already done or otherwise 

contraindicated (test s-1 e ft), and evaluates the plan optionally su~ the--~· 

( defun Expand-Top-Level-Choice-Rode (tests-18ft ·prior lap-donet) 
,( app9nd 

: Treatment plans 
(for treatment in •treatments• 

collect 
(neons (cons (Traatment'-E'.-u freatlilent prior} treatment})} 

;Lap plan 
(neons (Lap-Plan prior)) 
; Test plam 
(for tesu on tests-left as test • (car t~sts). 

.. · .· co11_ect {E'.xpkn~:.C'h)n,Ce,-t(b:. ·t,e'St. l'pfftir'···'}'(~1dt t .. a~.t. ~})) 
;User plan'' · · "' - · ' 
(and (get 'contr~ller 'user-plan-fo~7 , , , ••• 

(neons (Instantiate-Plan -plan-fd.NI 11r:1or))))) 
j :-- I : ~ ~,· -.- ~ ,_ ' 

Expand-Chance-Node is called by the top-level node e-r tO ~~'the subtree beginning witb_a 

particular test It constructs branches for each of the pos511>le results of the tests, ex.-..ds eaca bI1Jldi, and 

calculates the expected utility for the subtree. It returns to the calling program the expected utility and the 

structure of the resulting subtree. 

(defun Expand-Chance-Node (test prior tests-left) 
(for re~ in (test-results test) / ' 

bind (cond-prob 0.0) posterior branch (~tilitf_O.~) 
(new-tests (cdr tests-left))~··, 1

• • ' 

co 11 ect · ·- · . . l · ' 

( setq cond-pr9b (CondH iottll~PY.ol,iiHty-of res prior) 
posterior (Biye$·sfis'~r1or}~·-' ' . . 
branch (if (eq test 'lap) ";; \ .. : ·' ,.' · · ; · 

. (Ch~9~4t-~!~l~T .. e~~,. posterior) 
· ( Ex,itlil-Cftbice-tt6h:'i•~t~fi~r, ~'~:~'~ts)) 

utility (plus utility {ti~s~)eftt~•prob"ftaar bf'anch)))) 
( 1 ist res cond-prob po~t'f~tt~ .. -~rlln¢~J · ·:. 
returning (list (c91,t,;l~~$~iint~For~._~iap~y_t~s~.utility) t~•t) 

'utHHy .. dita-pfae4.l.ttetor · · · · · · 
result))) 

Expand-Choice-Node constructs a subtree for each remaining test..bcainnin£ with that test. It evaluates 

each subtree, and returns to the caJling program the subtree with the highest expected utility. 
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(defun Expand-Choice-Node (prior tes~s-left) 
(if (null tests-left} 

(Treatment-vs-Lap prior} 
(for tests on tests-left as test = (car testsJ 

bind (best~treatment (Treatment-vs-Lap prior}} 
choose-best (Expand-Chance-Node test prior tests-left) 
according-to '(lalllWCla (x y}' {'l•hr> f.Caar-' x) (c.aar y}}) 
returning (if (lessp (caar result) (caar best-treatment}) 

best •t:reatlieat 
result))}} 

(defun Treatment-vs-Lap (prior} 
(let ((lap-plan (Lap-Plan prior}} 

(best-treat~ent-plan (C~oose-Best-Treatment. prior))} 
(if ( greaterp (: ut i 1 i ty Jap-pl an) (: ut 11 ity, best-treatment-pl an)} 

lap-plan ' · · 
best-treatment-plan))) 

(defun Choose-Best-Treatment (prior} 
(for treatment in •treatments• 

choose-best (cons (Treatment-E-U treatment prior) treatment) 
according-to '(lambda (pt p2) (lessp (car pt) (car p2))) 
returning (neons .result))) 

For an example of a program trace showing these programs being run to -0reate a diagnostic plan, see 

Appendix4. 

10.7 Interactive Features 

We paid particular attention to the interactive features of the program ror two reasons. Fll'St, our "customer" 

is typically a doctor with little expertise in typing, so we want to minimize required input to the program. 

Secondly, access to the timeshared computer which runs the Hodgkins program is via slow-speed (30 or 120 

char/sec) dial-up lines, hence it is important for output to be efficient as wetl as informative. 

10.7.1 Input 

To minimize typing without using graphical devices, we use command complelion and tabular data entry. The 

former capability is used when asking the user a menu-selection question, a question with a fixed set of 

possible answers. The user typicaJly has to type only one or two characters to uniquely determine a response 
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-- the program supplies the remaining characters. A 1imptifte4·vnen of !~LISP's ASKUSER package 

was used to implement this feature. 

Tabular data entry is invoked when the user m requited to SlWlr-01-.modify a table of numbers. For example, 

if the user wants to change the survival values i«'NodaAits diaase treatments, the computer displays the 

values as shown below: 

TOTAL-WODAL 
MOPP 
EXTENDED-MANTLE 
CM 

I+IIA 
.81 
• 7 
.82 
.87 

I+UB 
.7 
.6 
.82 
. 87 

; . 

UIA 
·".&4 . 

.ai . 

.4" -

.86 

nte: 
.26 ~. . 
·~- '"···. 

. : 16 ci -

.66 

lVA 
.1 
.b6 
'.b 
.66 . 

IVB 
.06 
.36 
.o 
.36 

This feature allows the user to "edit" ~ table of numJ>e~ ~ ~ "real-~~· ,edjtpt. 'Tbe u5er moves a pointer 

or cursor up or down or acroa the table by means of ·..aJ• ,.cet :~~ ~i"then changes the 

number at the pointer by typiq in the new-¥alut. 

For example, suppose the user wants to change the 5-year DFS figure for MOPP in IV A disease from 0.55 to 

0.57. When the table is presented to the user, the cursor is in the upper left hand corner. Then the user types 

"D" to move the cursor to the second row and "R" 4 times to move the cursor to the fifth column. Then he 

character that is not a_ digit, "+ ", "· ", or-".". 

10.7.2 Output: Display ()f Diapostic Plans 

The primary output of the program is the diagnostic plan for the patient In order to achieve the multiple 

goals of ease of comprehension, etlkicncy of display, and completeness of information, we employ two 

The branching tree fonnat has been presented in figures throughout the paper, e.g. in section 11.6. The plan 

in that section beginning with RMBX is displayed in outline fonnat as follows: 
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Perform BMBX 
1.1 -BMBX with P = 0.89. Posteriors = 0.04 0.42 0.64 • Then: 
ParJora1 LAP 

1.1.1 PATH-STAGE-1+11 with P = 0.04. Posteriors = 1.00 0.00 0.00. 
Then: Perform EXTEIOED-MANTLE . 

1.1.2 PATH-STAGE-III wfth P = 0.42.· Posteriors = 0.00 1.00 0.00. 
Then: Perform TOTAL-NODAL 

1.1.3 PATH-STAGE-IV with p = 0.54. Posteriors= 0.00 0.'00 1.00. 
Then: Perform MOPP 

1.2 +BMBX with:'. ft, •·O.·tt. -Posteriors• 0.00 0.00 1'.00. 
Then: Perform MOPP 

The advantage of this notation is that it can provide more detailed infonnation than the branching tree 

format. 

In its Lisp implementation, the outline display method is somewhat simpler than the branching tree fonnat 

The former utilizes a simple depth-first algorithm to traverse the tree in combination with a simple text 

formatting program which ensures that .lines do not exceed the widdt of:tl\e 8Cfeell. The lauer. because it 

must satisfy more constraints, uses a more complicated algorithm to ensure that a given tree will fit on a 

screen both horizontally and vertically. 

10.8 Additions to the Basic Hod&kins System 

The basic modules of the Hodgkins system acquire the ~eat description, calculate probabilities of stage, 

and construct, evaluate and display decision trees. A number of features were added to the basic Hodgkins 

disease to perform other tasks associated with the decision analysis. 

10.8.1 Tree Acquisitioa 

Occasionally, the user will want to evaluate a diagnostic plan ·or his own choosing. to S<..'C how it stacks up 

against the plans selected by the program. We provide a facility to allow the user to enter the structure of his 
' ',r ' 

plan into the computer, so that the plan may be evaluated and displayed along with the program's selections. 

The program requires the user to enter the plan depth first, using display formats simikr to those used for 
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output of program-generated plans. The program begins by asking the user for the first test· in the.plan. 

Given the test, and ,its known possible results, the proaram can display the first level of a diagnostic plan, 

showing the test and branches corresponding cath of the resu1CS. ·f:or ea:tl·ot thC ~t branches in tum. the 

program asks for the action -- test or treatment •• to take aelt: lf the actiords ·a uea~enL the branch is 

terminated. Otherwise, the action.is a test. so the prograui,~,aska.at>oui.eachof its resul1&. Such 

questioning continues until all leaves of the tree are filled in. 

To integrate. this facility into the remainder of the decision analysis system. there are program to calculate tbe 

utility of a prespecified diagnostic plan. Each time plans are construct.ed and compared, the utility of the 

user-supplied plan is calculated and ranked with the others. 

10.8.2 Sensitmty and Thresllold • ..,... 

The program contains facilities for performing sensitiYlty and thraltold analysis. Sensitivity analysis ls the 
. ~'--· .. ' ; . ~ . '~ 

study of the effects of small perturbations of the data on the results of decision lnalysis. For example, the 

expected utility of doing laparotomy depends on the cost. in terms of mortality, of subjecting the patient to 

the operation. Sensitivity analysis can determine what diagnostic ptans would be recommended for mortality 

estimates rangins bolow and above tile current~ 

Sensitivity analysis is implemented as an additional top-level program on the Hodgkins disease system. This 
r,.'. 

top-level program varies selected parameters and calculates the optimal plan for each value. Parametric 

variation may be of two types: numeric and non-numeric. In numeric variation, numeriC·f>8l811'1Cterssuchas 

conditional probabilities are varied over a range. For example, the conditional probability of right-neck 
', -. t;~ l 5 

involvement might be caused to range from 0.4 to 0.6 to see what effect this has on the test/treatment 
- "-~ . . ·. ... ,.,.. ~ 

decision. In non-numeric variation, the value of a finding is caused to vary over all possible values to see how 

the finding affects a decision. 
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Appendix I • Comprehensive List of Probabilities for Hodpins Disease Pat• 

A large amount of infonnation important to decision-making in Hodgkins disease has been compiled as the 

basis of the decision analysis computer program. In order to make this infonnation available to those who 
: 1 ,- .~ - ·-~· ~ 

may not have access to our program. we present the following tables of probabilities of stage for: 

1. PRIOR PROBABILmES based on the three interdependent findings of sex, histological subtype and the 

presence (or absence) of symptoms. 

2. CONDITIONAL PROBABlUTIES for findinaf$ge whic4 .~used to qiodih these prior probabilities. • 

Conditional probabilities are given for both the clinical findings, and the test results. 

3. POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES for all combinations.Qf ae cljlical fi."U. 

N.B. Although probabilities of patholpgjc stage are giv~ for fAl hi$tologic. m~ ~for aJI age aroups. the 

numbers of patients in the "less than U yeal'Sl' .a&e lfqqp.;.~1wkll1 .. :·~pbqcyJe..predominant" and 

"lymphocyte depleted" histologic subtypes are limited, so probabilities involving these parameters have 
. h.). 

considerable uncertainty. It must also be realized that these probabilities apply only to supra-diaphragmatic 

presentations of Hodgkins disease. 

The following abbreviations have been used: 

A = Asymptomatic 8 = Symptomatic 

NS = Nodular sclerosis MC = Mixed cellularity 

LO = Lymphocyte depleted LP = Lymphocyte predominant 

M = Male F • Female 

+ = Positive - = Negative 

LN = Left cervical lymph nodes RN • Right cervical lymph nodes 

MED = Mediasiinum . 
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1. PRIOR PROBABILITIES - for interdependent findings HISTOLOGY/SYMPTOMS/SEX 

STAGE STAGE STAGE 
I+Il III IV 

NS A FEMALE 0.72 0.27 O.Ot 

NS A MALE 0.66 0.29 0.06 

NS B FEMALE 0.66 0.37 0.08 

NS B MALE 0.34 0.60 o. us 

MC A FEMALE 0.66 0.36 0.09 

MC A MALE 0.44 0.47 0.09 

MC B FEMALE 0.60 0.66 0.04 

MC B MALE 0.20 0.44 0.36 

LP A FEMALE 0.80 0.18 0.02 

LP A MALE 0.73 0.21 0.08 

LP B FEMALE 0.48 0.41 0.11 

LP B MALE 0.35 0.39 0.28 

LO A FEMALE 0.41 0.47 0.13 

LO A MALE 0.28 0.43 0.29 

LO B FEMALE 0.36 0.48 0.17 

LO B MAt..E 0.23 0.42 0.36 
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2. CONOITIO.Al PROBARll-,ITJES fQR FllDIIGjStA&f 

AGE 

Younger than 12 years 
12 to 39 years 
Older than 39 years 

LEFT NECK NODAL INVOLVEMENT 

I+II 0.03 
I+<Jt, 0.84\, 
I+II 0.14 

III 0.06 
IH: t. 74 
III 0. 23 

LN+ 
LN-

I+I I, 0. 8&.'L· n Iii! t. 75 
l+II 0.32 III 0.2& 

RIGHT NECK NODAL INVOLVEMENT 

RN+ 
RN-

MEDIASTINAL NODAL INVOLVEMENT 

MED+ 
MED-

SPLEEN SCAN 

Normal 

Enlarged >16 c• 

Filling def ecta 

,i\ .. 

Iit;l l 0 . 4 7~' 
l+II 0.63 

),£ .•. 

I+IJ." 0. 82~ . 
I+II 0.38 

lftllH 0 • 93-u- . G 

:~.!~ ~ 0 
l+II 0.07 

;.j..;,, 

t ... JJ O.O~t 

Enlarged with filling defects 

LIVER SCAN 

-ve 
+ve 

PERCUTANEOUS LIVER BIOPSY 

-ve 
+ve 

I+II 0.00 

I+II 0.23 
l+II O. 77 

I+II 1. 00 
1+u o.op 

U:.J •• 49 
III 0.61 

LJ>J. f .63 
III 0.47 

IP.• 0.64 
III B 0.68 

:}. ·~ . (l 
III A. 0.28 
Ill.II 0.29 

Iii. f 0.09 
III B 0.10 

III A 0.08 
III B 0.07 

III 0.23 
III 0.77 

III 1.00 
III 0.00 

IV 0.08 
1v~-.t-. f& , _. :,, 
IV 0.47 

Iv Lo·.13 
IV 0.27 

JV O•.VO , ... 
IV 0.30 

IV:· J),.\;63 
IV 0.47 

jV,>t.49 

,.,,{ 
IV 0.32 

IV t;~•i.1 

IV 0.08 

IV 0.66 
IV 0.46 

IV 0,80 
IV 0.20 

' , . 



LIVER BIOPSY VIA PERITONEOSCOPY 

-ve I+II 1.00 III 1. '00 IV 0;39 
+ve I+II 0.00 III o.oo IV 0.61 

BONE MARROW BIOPSY 

-ve I+II t.00 III 1.00 IV A 0.81 
IV'B 0.66 

+ve I+~I o.oo III 0.00 IV A 0.19 
IV B 0.44 

GALLIUM SCAN (Abdominal nodes) 

-ve I+II 0.90 III A 0.66 IV A 0.61 
III B 0.66 IV 8 0.64 

' +ve I+II 0.10 III A 0.36 IV A 0.39 
" III B 0.44 IV 8 0.46 

L YMPHANG IOGRAM 

+va I+II 0.18 III A 0.66 IV A 0.60 
III B 0.67 IV B 0. 70 

equivocal I+II 0.23 III A 0.16 IV A 0.14 
III B 0.12 IV 8 0.12 

-ve I+It 0.69 III A 0.20 IV A 0.26 
III 8 0.21 IV 8 0.18 
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Probability (I+II) III IV. 

ASYMPTOMATIC (A) PATIEITS 

NS M AGE<l2 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.6 0.37 o. 13 
LN+RN+MED- 0.41 0.43 0.18 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.68 0.38 0.08 
LN+R..-MED- 0.47 0.41 0.07 
Lti~R~ED+ 0.68 0.3 o. 12 
t.NrRN+MED- 0.49 Q. ~1. < 0.16 
Lfl,;.RJ·MED+ 0.84 0.31 0.06 

NS M 1t<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.69 0.27 . o~~~- ! i: 

LN+RN+MED- 0.61 0.34 o·.o& 
LN+RIJ:""MED+ 0.73 o.~e 0.01 ,·. 
tN.f.RN,;..MED- 0.66 o.:u·· 0.02 
ltt-~1-MED+ 0.76 o.u. 0.03 
Ut~Rl+MEO· 0.89 0.27 0.04 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.79 0.2 0.01 

NS M 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.49 0.36 0.18 
lN+Rl+MED- 0.4 .. 0.41. 0.19 
lN+R"rMED+ 0.66 0.37 0.07 
LN.~Rlf-MED- 0.47 0.46. 0.08 
LN.~R#+MED+ 0.67 o.29 · 0.16 
LN.~Rttl+MED- 0.47 o. :t~ . 0.18 
LN.-Rll-MED+ 0.84 o.~ . 0.08 

NS F AGE<12 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.6 0.36 0.04 
LN+RN+MED- 0.61 0.46 0.06 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.63 0.36 0.02 
LN+RN-MED- 0.64 0.44 0.02 
LN-RN+MEO+ 0.67 0.29 0.03 
LN-RN+MED- 0.69 0.37 0.04 
LN-RN-MED+ o. 71 0.28 0.01 

NS F 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.76 0.24 0.01 
LN+RN+MED- 0.67 0.31 0.01 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.11 0.23 o.o 
LN+RN-MED- 0.7 0.3 o.o 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.81 0.18 0.01 
LN-RN+MED- 0.74 0.26 0.01 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.82 0.17 o.o 
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NS F 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.69 0.36 0.06 
LN+RN+MED- 0.6 0.44 0.06 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.63 0.36 0.02 
LN+RN-MED- 0.64 0.43. 0.02 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.67 0.29. 0.04 
LN-RN+MED- 0.69 0.36 0.06 
LN-RN-MED+ 0. 71 0.28 0.02 

MC M AGE<12 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.29 0.6 0.21 
LN+RN+MED- 0.22 0.66 0.23 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.36 0.66 0.1 
LN+RN-MED- 0.27 0.62 0.11 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.36 0.44 0.2 
LN-RN+MED- 0.28 0.49 0.23 
LN-RM-MED+ 0.42 0.48 0.09 

MC M 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.48 0.46 0.07 
LN+RN+MED- 0.39 0.62 0.08 
LN+RN-MED! 0.62 0.46 0.03 
LN+RN-MED- 0.43 0.63 0.03 
LN-RN+MED+ . 0. 67 0.37 0.07 
LN-RN+MED- 0.47 0.46 0.08 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.61 0.37 0.03 

MC M 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MEO+ 0.27 0.47 0.26 
LN+RN+MED- 0.21 0.62 0.28 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.34 0.64 0.12 
LN+RN-MED- 0.26 0.6 0.13 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.34 0. 41. 0.26 
LN-RN+MED- 0.26 0.46 0.27 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.42 0.47 0.11 

MC F AGE<12 
LN+RN+MEO+ 0.37 0.4 0.23 
LN+RN+MED- 0.29 0.46 0.26 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.46 0.44> 0.11 
LN+RN-MED- 0.36 0.62 0. 12 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.44 0.34 0.22 
LN-RN+MED- 0.36 0.39 0.26 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.63 0.37 0.1 

MC F 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.69 0.33 0.07 
LN+RN+MED- 0.6 0 .41 ·. 0.09 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.64 0.33 0.03 
LN+RN-MED- 0.65 0.41 0.04 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.67 0.27 0.07 
LN-RN+MED- 0.58 0.34 0.08 
LN-RN-MED+ 0. 71 0.26 0.03 
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MC F 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.36 0.37 0.28 
LN+RN+MEO- 0.27 0.42 0.31 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.44 0.43 0.13 
LN+RN-MEO- 0.36 0.6 0.16 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.42 0.32 . 0.28 
LN-RN+M£D- 0.34 0.36 . 0.3 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.62 0.38 0.12 

LP M AGE<12 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.67 0.27 0.18 
LN+RN+MED- 0.48 0.33 .•.. 0.19 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.66 0.28 0.07 

. LN+RN-MED- 0.66 . 0.38. 0.09 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.64 

~ . ,~ 

0.22 0.14 
LN-RN+MED- 0. 66 - 0.27 •' 0.18 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.72 0.22 0.08 l··. 

LP M 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.76 0.19 ' 0.04 
LN+RN+MED- 0.69 0.26 0.08 
LN+RN-M£D+ 0.8 0.19' 0.02 .. 

LN+RN-MED- 0.73 0.26 0.02 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.82 0.16. 0.04 
LN-RN+MED- 0.78 0.2 0.06 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.86 0.14 .. 0.01 

LP M 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.66 0.26 0.19 
LN+RN+MED- 0.48 0.31 0.23 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.64 ' 0.28; 0.09 
LN+RN-MED- 0. 6fi 0. 34 (• . 0.11 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.62 0. 21 ·:•) ,, 0.17 
LN-RN+MED- 0.53 0.28 0.21 
LN-RN-MED+ o. 71 0.22 0.08 

LP F AGE<12 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.69 0.25 0.06 
LN+RN+MED- 0.61 0.32 · .. 0.08 
LN+RN-MED+ 0. 73:' 0.24 > 0.02 
LN+RN-NED- 0.65"~ 0.31. :. 0.03 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.76. 0 .19 ~. 0.06 
LN-RN+MED- 0.68 0. 25 ~' .. 0.07 
LN-RN-MED+ 0,79· 0 .19 ~···_ ,, 

0.02 

LP F 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.83 0.16 0.01 
LN+RN+MED- o. 77 0.21 0.02 

.• 

LN+RN-MED+ 0.85 0.16 0.01 
LN+RN-MED- 0.79 0.2 0.01 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.87 0.12 ~ ·~· 0.01 
LN-RN+MED- 0.82 0.16 ... 0.02 
LN-RN-NED+ 0.89 o. 11 0.0 
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LP F 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.68 0.24 0.08 
LN+RN+MED- 0.6 0.31 ' 0.1 
LN+RN-MED+ o. 73. 0. 24 ';· 0.03 
LN+RN-MED- 0.66 0.31 ;,:-: 0.04 

,., :·~ 

0.19·' 
,. 

LN-RN+MED+ 0.76" 0.06 
LN-RN+MED- 0.67 0.24 <;~ .. 

0.08 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.79 0 .18 , 0.03 

LD M AGE<12 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.14 0.36 0.61 
LN+RN+MED- 0.1 0.36 0.64 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.21 0. 49 ;:-, 0.3 
LN+RN-MED- 0.16 ' 0.62 ;. ' , 0.32 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.18 0.31 0.61 
LN-RN+MED- 0.13 0.33 0.64 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.27 0.44 0.29 

• 
LD M 11<AGE<40 

LN+RN+MED+ 0.33 0.43 0.24 
LN+RN+MED- 0.25 0.48 0.27 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.4 0.49 ' 1 0.11 
LN+RN-MED- 0.32 0.66 0.13 
LN-RN+MED+ . 0. 4 0.37 0.23 
LN-RN+MED- 0.31 0.42 0.26 
LN-RN-MEO+ 0.48 0.41 0.11 

LD M 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.12 0.3 0.67 
LN+RN+MED- 0.09 0.32 0.6 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.2 0.46 0.36 
LN+RN-MED- 0.15 . 0.48 0.37 
LN-RN+MEO+ 0.16 0.27 0.67 
LN-RN+MED- 0.11 0.29 . 0.8 
LN-RN-MEO+ 0.26 0.4 0.36 

LD F AGE<12 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.25 0.47 0.28 
LN+RN+MED- 0.19 0.51 0.31 
LN+RN-MEO+ 0.32 0.66 0.14 
LN+RN-MED- 0.24 0.61 0.16 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.31 0.41 0.28 
LN-RN+MED- 0.24 0.46 0.31 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.39 0.48 

,, 
0.13 

LO F 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ o. 45 0.46 0.1 
LN+RN+MED- 0.36 0.62 0.12 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.6 0.46 0.04 
LN+RN-MED- 0.41 0.64 0.06 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.53 0.37 0.1 
LN-RN+MED- 0.44 0.46 0.11 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.68 0.38 0.04 
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LO F 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MEO+ 0.23; 0.43 0.34 
LN+RN+MED- 0.17 0.46 :) . 0.38 
ll+Rl-NED+ 0.31 0.52; c .. 8.17 
LN+Rl-IED- 0.24 ·-· c~ 0.51 z,, 0.11 
LN-Rl+MED+ 0.29. 0.38;; - o.u 
LN-Rl+MED- 0.22 0.42' ' " 0.31 
LN-RN-M£D+ 0.38 0.46 :: .. ' 0.18 

SYMPTOMATIC (8) PATIENTS 

NS M AGE<12 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.19 i. 0.47 " 0.34 
LN+RN+NED- 0.14 > - 0.6 0~ '• 0.39 
LN+Rl-MED+ 0.28 ; 0.67 ,, 0.17 
LN+RN-MED- 0.19 ,. : 0. 82 ~:; ' 0.18 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.26 . 0.42 ''\ i 0.33 
LN-Rl+MED- 0.18 0.46 0.31 
LI-RN-MED+ 0.32 0.61 0.17 

NS M 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.38 .. '· 0.4t 0.13 
LN+RN+MED- 0.3 0.66 '.) 0.16 
LN+RN•MED+ 0.43 0.61 o.oe ·i 

LN+RN-MED- 0.34 0.69 ' t. 0.07 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.48 0.42 r.c 0.13 
LN-RN+MED- 0.37 0.48 0.16 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.62 0.43 0.06 

NS M 39<AGE , 

LN+RN+MED+ 0.18 0.43 0.39 
LN+RN+MED- 0.13 0.46 ,. 0.42 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.26 0.56 n 0.21 
LN+RN-MED- 0.19 o.&9 ; 0.22 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.23 0.38 , ..... 0.39 

,. 

LN-RN+MED- 0.17 0.41 0.42 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.31 0.49 0.2 

.;; 

NS F AGE<12 
~ '-: 

LN+RN+MED+ '0.39 0.42 
.~ ,,,,._, 0.19 

LN+RN+MED- .; 0 .3 .0 0.48 ~· ~~ . ~ .. 0.22 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.48 f ?:;.. n0.48 . ii.;; 0.09 ' ~; '! i .'· ~ ' 

LN+RN.;.MED- t 0.37 0.63 ~- :, '() 0 .1 
·LN-RN+MED+ 0.48 f. f.;, ;~ O.H ,-:f ~ ,, 0.18 ~ ·--~ { ,\·. 

LN-RN+MED- 0.37 0.42 0.21 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.64 0.38 0.08 
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NS F 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MEO+ 0.6 0.34 0.06 
LN+RN+MED- 0.61 0.42 0.07 
LN+RN-MEO+ 0.64 0.34 0.02 
LN+RN-MED- 0.66 0.42 0.03 
LN-RN+MEO+ 0.67 0.27 0.06 
LN-RN+MED- 0.59 0.36 0.07 
LN-RN-MEO+ 0.71 0.27 0.02 

NS F 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MEO+ 0.37 0.4 0.23 
LN+RN+MED- 0.29 0.46 0.26 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.46 0.44 .0.11 
LN+RN-MED- 0.36 0.62 0.12 
LN-RN+MEO+ 0.46 0.34 0.22 
LN-RN+MED- 0.36 0.39 0.26 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.63 0.37 0.1 

MC M AGE<12 
LN+RN+MEO+ 0.09 0.33 0.68 
LN+RN+MED- . 0.07 0.34 0.6 
LN+RN-MEO+ 0.16 0.49 0.36 
LN+RN-MED- 0 .11 0.62 0.37 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.12 ,0.3 0.68 
LN-RN+MED- 0.08 -0 .31 0.61 
LN-RN-MEO+ 0.19 0.46 0.36 

MC M U<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.24 0.46 0.3 
LN+RN+MED- 0.18 0.49 0.33 
LN+RN-MEO+ 0.31 0.64 0.16 
LN+RN-MED- 0.24 0.6 0.16 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.3 0.4 0.3 
LN-RN+MEO- 0.23 0.44 0.33 
LN_.RN-MED+ 0.38 0.47 0.14 

MC M 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.08 0.28 0.84 
LN+RN+MED- 0.08 0.29 0.66 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.14 0.46 0.41 
LN+RN-MED- 0.1 0.47 0.43 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.1 0.26 0.64 
LN-RN+MEO- 0.07 0.27 0.66 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.18 0.41 0.42 

MC F AGE<12 
LN+RN+MEO+ 0.36 0.64 0.1 
LN+RN+MED- 0.28 0.61 0.11 
LN+RN-MED+ O·. 4 0.66 0.04 
LN+RN-MED- 0.32 0 .. 64 0.05 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.44 0.47 0.1 
LN-RN+MED- 0.36 0.64 0.11 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.48 0.48 0.04 
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MC F 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.64 0.43 0.03 
LN+RN+MED- 0.46 0.62 0.04 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.67 0.42 0.01 
LN+RN-MED- 0.48 0.61 0.01 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.62 0.36 1).03 
LN-RN+MED- 0.63 0.43 0.03 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.65 0.34 0.01 

MC F 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.36 0.62 0.12 
LN+RN+MED- 0.27 0.69 0.14 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.4 0.66 0.06 
LN+RN-MED- 0.31 0.63 0.06 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.43 0.46 0.12 
LN-RN+MED- 0.34 0.62 0.14 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.48 0.47 0.06 

LP M AGE<12 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.18 0.33 0.49 
LN+RN+MED- 0.13 0.36 0.62 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.27 0.46 0.28 
LN+RN-MED- 0.2 0.6 0.3 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.22 0.29 0.48 
LN-RN+MED- 0.17 0.32 0.62 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.33 0.4 0.27 

LP M 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.39 0.39 0.22 
LN+RN+MED- 0.31 0.44 0.26 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.47 0.43 0.1 
LN+RN-MED- 0.38 0.6 0.12 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.47 0.33 . 0.2 
LN-RN+MED- 0.38 0.38 0.24 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.66 0.36 0.09 

LP M 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.16 0.29 0.66 
LN+RN+MED- 0.12 0.31 0.68 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.26 0.42 0.33 
LN+RN-MED-: 0.19 0.46 0.36 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.2 0.26 0.64 
LN-RN+MED- 0.16 0.28 0.68 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.31 0.37 0.32 

LP F AGE<12 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.31 0.43 0.26 
LN+RN+MED- 0.23 0.48 0.29 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.38 0.49 0.12 
LN+RN-MED- 0.3 0.56 0.14 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.37 0.37 Q.26 
LN-RN+MED- 0.29 0.42 0.29 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.46 0.42 . 9.12 
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LP F 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.62 0.39 0.09 
LN+RN+MED- 0.43 0.46 0.11 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.67 0.39 0.04 
LN+RN-MED- 0.48 0.48 0.06 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.6 0.32 0.08 
LN-RN+MED- 0.51 0.39 0.1 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.66 0.32 0.03 

LP F 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.29 0.4 0.31 
LN+RN+MED- 0.22 0.44 0.34 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.37 0.48 0.16 
LN+RN-MED- 0.29 0.64 . 0.17 
LN-RN+MEI>+ 0.36 0.36 0.3 
LN-RN+MED• 0.27 0.39 0.34 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.46 . 0.41 0.14 

LD M AGE<12 
·LN+RN+MED+ 0.11 0.31 0.68 
LN+RN+MED- 0.08 0.32 0.6 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.17 0.47 0.36 
LN+RN-MED- 0.12 0.6 0.38 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.13 0.28 0.68 
LN-RN+MED- 0.1 0.3 0.61 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.22 0.42 0.36 

LO M 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.27 0.43 0.3 
LN+RN+MED- 0.2 0.47 0.33 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.36 0.61 0.16 
LN+RN-MED- 0.27 0.67 0.16 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.34 0.37 0.29 
LN-RN+MEO- 0.26 0.42 0.32 
LN-RN-MEO+ 0.42 0.44 0.14 

LD M 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.09 0.27 0.64 
LN+RN+MED- 0.07 0.28 0.66 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.16 0.43 0.41 
LN+RN-MEO- 0.11 0.46 0.44 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.12 0.24 0.64 
LN-RN+MED- 0.08 0.26 0.68 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.2 0.38 0.41 

LD F AGE<12 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.2 0.46 0.36 
LN+RN+MED- 0.15 0.48 0.37 
LN+RN-MEO+ 0.27 0.56 0.17 
LN+RN-MED- 0.2 0.61 0.19 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.25 0.4 0.34 
LN-RN+MED- 0.19 0.44 0.37 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.34 0.49 0.17 
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LO f 11<AGE<40 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.4 0.47 0.14 
LN+RN+MED- 0.31 0.53 0.15 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.45 0.49 0.06 
LN+RN-MED- 0.36 0.57 0.07 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.47 0.4 0.13 
LN-RN+MED- 0.38 0.47 0.15 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.53 0.41 0.05 

LO F 39<AGE 
LN+RN+MED+ 0.19 0.41 0.4 
LN+RN+MED- 0.14 0.44 0.43 
LN+RN-MED+ 0.26 0.53 0.21 
LN+RN-MED- 0.19 0.58 0.23 
LN-RN+MED+ 0.23 0.37 0.4 
LN-RN+MED- 0.17 0.4 0.43 
LN-RN-MED+ 0.32 0.47 0.21 
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Appendix II • A General Statistical Test ft'tr Evaluatina Probabilities 

Note: a more extensive discussion of this test, its application and power may be found in Barnett et al, 1981. 

Suppose for a group of N patients numbered from 1 to N according to some neutral procedure (e.g. 

alphabetically), each is known to be in exactly one of M possible states of health. We assume N>M. A 

Bayesian model is used to estimate PiO). the probability that patient i is in health state j O = l, .... M). Given 

that the true state of health for each patient is ultimately learned. how might this information be used to assess 

the validity of the original probabilistic predictions? 

The following procedure allows us to test the null hypothesis Ho that the predictions are accurate. 

1. Consider the model's estimates for PiO). For patient 1 record P1(1), and for patient 2, P2(2), ... for patient 

M, PM(M). For patient M+l, we go back to the first stage and record PM+l(l), for patient M+2, 

PM+i(2), for patient 2M, P2M(M), for patient 2M+l, PiM+l(l), etc .. Under this rule, we choose one of 

the predictions made for each patient, and over the entire set. choose ~bJ~ an equal number of predictions 

for each of the M states of health. 

2.Take the N predictions just chosen and list them in decreasing order. Let us define the largest as r1, the 

second largest as r2, the smallest as rN, e~. N~te that r1 is not ~tr ~ja~ed with patient number 1. . 

3. Now the patients are to be divided into groups within which the chosen predictions are close together, even 

though, for different people, the predictions may refer to different states of health. For example, if the state 

of health is a stage of Hodgkins disease, one patient may have a· 0.4 c~ of being in stage I+ II, while 

another has a 0.4 chance of being in state Ill. If these predictions are chosen for study in step 1, both patients 

will be grouped together. 

Begin fonning a first group with the patient with prediction r1, the patient With prediction r2, etc. Stop, upon 
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, · 'iK. ·.·, .····d··i1(' •• •·· . :;: •. · 

reaching K, the smallest number for which . :t ii and . }; (l ·ri> are both at least five. If rK + 1 = rK, •=l •=l 
add the patient with prediction rK + 1 to the group. Do the same with rK + 2• etc. This will ensure that 

- ,.-

people with identical predictions fall in the same groups. 

4. Starting with the next lowest prediction, construct a second group in an analogous way. Proceed similarly 

.-·- ... :;:.1.. '.r~~ ~ ~<~': H.F ~~ !;~,. 1~.-1· :'~~i_:~/;-;.} 1n~;}~t:T'.:-:·/~ .fj)~{·~- · ~."L,tif·J 

6. Now for each of the various groups fomied m steps 3 and 4~ calculate the quantity W, defined by: 

w • ----------,.:· ... A. 

where O = L"'i ·for ;tliL1'rodp' ·· 

A• I:r1 (t-r1) 

X = the number of group members who were in the state of heal th 
, .3. _·-, .. i :1_; ·~~-: j:). -L~':tr·~-(; ~!f~:,:_~:-.rt·"·· ___ i:~ -~..:-~-.:,;;~; ;cii [J·_r_:: ~}~t:rt:; ?i-_t-:_ :.... ,•. · 

fo·r which a prediction was made. 
. .. .• ' ,£ I' 

For example, suppo5C~\v~l6~l'e'\f'ti-:a'ir6JpMh'~'\tlfi::1• J"'": .r' · ·· 

Patien.t 

1 
3 
4 
7 

11 
16 

December 198£ 

Stau-..ror "~Jch 
pr&di'cUon·wa~ 

recorded 
• '' ' - ·.; !"°' "'.,)". 

1+11 
IV 
I+II 
1+11 
Ill 
1+11 

'.,.,, ;•. : .,~:B~tt'1:1 
~·~~~· ·' 

0.26 
0.26 
0.26 
0.2& 

1-)~,~· 1r.n 

·IM· 

III 
IV• 
IV 
I+II•. 
,JtII, , :t+n• ·. 

\ :, 



21 IV 0.26 III 
23 III 0.26 IV 
28 1+11 0.26 III 
33 IV 0.26 l+II 
41 III o .• 2.6 111• 
43 1+11 0.26 I+tl• 

Note that, since we are considering three states of health for Ho4akins disease (stage I and II, stage Ill, and 

stage IV), the use of rule 1 leads to the recorded stages shown for the patients listed. 

Here X = 5, because only the cases with a • meet the stated criterion. In this group all the r's are 0.25. 

then Q = 12 X 0.26 = 3 

and A = (12 x 0.26).0.76 = 2.26 = 1.6 

Thus W = -211.6 = -1.33 for the group. 

Under the null hypothesis of correct p~ctions, the calculated W should have approximately a unit normal 

probability distribution. 

B 
7. Calculate Z from the rule Z = _ l; WJ·' where WJ· is the W-value for the jth group, and B the number of 

l=l 

groups formed. If the predictions are accurate then Z wOOid'be Chi-distributed with B degrees of freedom. 

One can use this fact to determine the significance level (p-value) of the value of Z calculated from the data. 
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Appendix fil·rlnformation on L~m Used in the Hodgkins Propam 

Ill.I Where Results are Reported as Positife/F.qldtocal/Nepthe 

SOURCE NODES HISTOLOGICALLY POSITIVE 
LAG +ve LAG -ve LAG ? 

Atsenberg( '71) 8 2 0 
En rigbt{ '70) 14 7 8 
Glees( ~71l · .18 2 0 
Hanks('72) 8 0 0 
Hass('71) 16 0 0 
Jelliffe('70) 8 1 2 
Kaplan(73) 61 6 6 
Lowenbraun('70) 4 0 I} 

Mitchell('72) 10 2 0 
Paglia ('73) 10 4 0 
Prosnitz('72) 13 4 2 
Su_tcliffe('76) 22 4 2 

--------
187 31 19 

False negative = 31/237 = 13.11 
False positive = 67/463 • 12.31 

SOURCE NODES HISTOLOGICALLY POSITIVE 

Banfi('74) 
Castall 1no( '74) 
Cobian( '77) 
Garcia(' 71) 
Hermreck( 1976) 
Hell11an('74) 
Kademian( '77) 
Ma rt i re ( ' 7 4) 
Urlaub('79) 

LAG +ve LAG -va 
29 0 
41 0 
12 7 

2 4 
7 6 

26 2 
28 3 
13 0 
19 9 

174 40 

False negative = 40/214 = 18.71 
False positive = 81/670 • 14.21 

Overall adding results from both series: 

False negative = 71/451 = 16.71 
False positive = 138/1033 = 13.41 

• 106-

NODES KISTOlOGICALLY NEGATIVE 
LAG +ve 

r' : , 1..46. -~e LAG ? 
>~ 

6 6 6 
8 17 14 

•• 10·· 2 
1 3 0 
1 27 0 

.,o 10 .2 
19 137 43 
3 2 0 

ti 16 2 
'2' ·. 17 4 

0 
- (. ' . 

10 7 
2 64 8 

------
67 321 86 

NODES HISTOLOGICALLY NEGATIVE 
LAG +ve LAG -ve 

3 70 
14 111 
10 69 

2 7 
14 8 
12 38 
4 98 
9 38 

13 60 

81 489 
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Appendix IV • Annotat~ Trace of Decision Tree ~Jsis Pro&nUJl in Operation 

In this example, Expand-Top-Level-Choice-Node is called with~ 
tests-left = • (tA6l 
prior = ' ( .81 .17 .82) 
lap-done? = Nil 
symptomatology • 'A 

That is, we are considering an A patient with probability 0.81 of being in lltage I+ II, .17 of being in stage III, 

and .02 of being in stage IV. Tests other than lymphan8iogram (LAO) and laparotomy.(LAP) have either 

been done or are contradicted for other reasons. 

The program trace feature of Lisp has been turned on to show the pattern of function calls which carries out 

the decision tree analysis. The functions Etpand-Top-J..evel-Choice-Node, Expand-Chance-Node, 

Expand-Choice-Node, Treatment-vs-LAP, Choose-Best-Treatment, and Treatment~E-U have been selected 

for tracing. To save space and complexity, some calls ID Choose-Best-Treatment and Treatment·E-U at lower 

levels have been deleted. 

(1 ENTER Expand-Top-Level-Choice-Node ((LAG) (0.81 0.17 0.02))) 

First the program calculates. for each treatment. the. expected utilil)' .a[. airrying out that treatment 
immediately, without farther testing. 

(1 ENTER Treatment-E-U (TNI (0.81 0.17 0.02))) 
(1 EXIT Treatment-E-U 0. 77) . . 

= = > The utility of immediate total nodal irrad"111tion is 0. 77 

(1 ENTER Treatment-E-U (MOPP (0.81 0.17 0.02))) 
(1 EXIT Treatment-E~u 0.68) · 

= => The utility of immediate MOPP chemotherapy is 0.68 

(1 ENTER Treatment-E-U'(EM (0.81 0.17 0.02))) 
(1 EXIT Treatment-E-U 0.73) 

==> The utility of immediate extended mantle radiothetapy is 0.73 

Next the program calculates the utility of peiformin& LAP followed by optimal therapy defined by 
the results of LAP. 

(1 ENTER Lap-Plan ((0.81 0.17 0.02))) 
(1 ENTER Expand-Chance-Node (LAP (0.81 0.17 0.02) NIL)) 

(1 ENTER Choose-Best-Treatmeo~ ((1 .• ,o .. o.o Q:.OJ)) 
(1 EXIT Choose-Best-Troat,ment ((o,g2 . EM))) 
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(1 EffTfR Choose"'8"t-trn't•nt {'(0-.0 t.t"'Oi.O)J)'' 
(1 EXIT Choose-Best-Treatment ((0.64 • TII))) 
(1 ENTER Choose-Best-Treatment ((0.0 0.0 1.0))) 
(1 EXIT Choose-Best-Treatment ((0.66 • MOPP)}) 

(1 EXIT Expand-Chance-NW.- ", 
((0.78 • LAP) utflity-data-pl~~o1der 
((l+II 0.81 (1.0 0.0 ~fl) '({O.H • EM))) 
(III 0.17 (0.0 1.0 0.0) ((0.64 •;i-lNI)}:) 
(IV 0.02 (0.0 0.0 1.0) ((0.65 . _l!IOPP)))))) 

(1 EXIT Lap-Plan 
((0. 78 • LAP) utfli-t,¥~,Q;!:t.a-pl¥•-ho,l~r 
((I+II 0.81 (1.0 0.0 O~O) ((0.82 • EM))) 

~ (IJ.I, o.1z {Q.0 .1.Q Q.P), UO_·-~~. ·-1-l~~))), _. 
(IV O.'O't· (0-.1V1l:O Ltr) ((IL56°. 'MOPP))))l) 

= = > The utility of LAP is 0. 78 

Finally, the program calculates the utility of performing lymphangiogram. 

For ,the result o/LA.G "'ing +f.,4G (/Y"}Ph!lngjpµsm ,/!P,U~ for- .abdo~iM/. nodes). 
caJcufateS the Optirflaf sUfi'stquen{p/afi atiiJ its Utllfif.T- _, -. ' -· < - . "' 

ft ENTE-R-txpand"-t'tto=fce'"llOde {(·0':61'::c;.!IY1L'O&) tntt) '' ·, 
(1 ENTER Treatment-vs-LAP ((0.57 0.38 0.06))) 

( 1 £•Tl1t La~flllaai·N 0..;•1 o :st~ •·'"*'l }i)'"~ ;_: , ' . 
(2 ENTER Expand-Chance-Node (LAP (0.57 0.38 0.05) NIL)) 
(2 EXIT Expand-Chance-Node 

((0.73 . LAP} utility-data-place-holder 
((I+II 0.57 (1.0 0.0 0.0) ((0.82 • EM)}) 
(III Q.~, ~o~g ~.o _Q~q~,({!>_~1~-~~Jl~))l,1 
(IV o:o& (O.O"O~e l':'DJ•((o':& .~-MO~P))Jj)J 

(1 EXIT. Lap-Pltt .... n . .·. ' . . . ·. ' ; ' "' 
((O. 73 • ·t:AI") ut n fty'"data~plicct-llo1daf"· · . _ 
((I+II 0.57 (1.0 0.0 0.0) ((0.82 . EM))f 
(III 0.38 (O.O 1 1 9,P.O) {(0~8•, ·~,TNJl)} .;, 
{IV 0.05 (0.0 0.8 LO) {(0.65 . M6Pi>J)Jn>_ .... 

( 1 ENTER Choose-Best-Treatmen~ ((Q_. ~1;,p,.,~~. o; Q~).)). 
(1 EXIT Choose-Best-Treatment t('tt·.~i ~· ·twr))) · - · 

( 1 EXIT Treatment-vs-LAP .· . . . , 
(( 0. 73 .. LAP) ut i1 ity.:..daU-plataLholder>,'· . ·' 
(( I+I I O. 57 ( 1. 0 0. 0 Q1.(l) ,((9,~-~~d . ~ft)Jj;·,.:, ,; : -,.; ;, ' 
(III o.38 co.o t.o o.uj f(f~"''4"·.,·'·Tit)J)'··' ' 
(IV 0.05 (0.0 0.0 l;q) ((0.5~ ~ f\IQPf,~)~i~>\i -. , 

( 1 EXIT Expand-Choice-Noda · ·. · · ' · · , · ,· · 
((0.73. LAP) utiltq:-dat~-:-J?Jac,~-hC)lct.er .. '. 
((I+II 0.67 (1.0 a.a (),ay· no.82 .·£if}))'' I _, 

(III,~ .. 38 (0.0. ~.O Q.O)._ ((0.64 • T1tU)) . 
(tv·!o'.a& (tt:o·o.o· r.o} no.!&". MOt-Pl)J)))' 

µie program 

For the result of LAG being ?LAG (equivocal lymp~). the program calcu.lates the optimal 
subseque111 plan and ils "'iJ/11.,. · · · · · · · · " · 

(1 ENTER Expand-Choice-Node ((O.Bi O.l(;Q~_qlJ fUlJl. 
(1 ENTER Treatment-vs-LAP ((0.87 O.lt '0'~111))) .. 
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(1 ENTER Lap-Plan ((0.87 0.12 OJO~))) 
(2 ENTER Expand-Chance-Node (LAP (0.87 0.12 0.01) ~IL)) 
(2 EXIT Expand-Chance-Node .. 

((0. 79 . LAP) util ity~da~a:-p]tce-•.4t1d•r 
"((I+II 0.87 (1.0 0.0 0.0) ((0:-N -~ 1"):}) 

(III 0.12 (0.0-,,l.G ChQ.),((O.O•r ~ TIU)lL 
(IV 0.01. (~•~O 0.0. 1.0) U0·,5G , MOP~)»<)H) 

(1 EXIT Lap-Plan ((0.79 • LAP) u"ti1ity'."'d•~1rp·J;ac--holder 
((1+11 o.87 ci.o o~o o.o) ((o,.a2 • EH))J: 
(III 0.12 (0.0 1.0 0.0) ((0.64 :.·· JN·:J))) 
(IV 0.01 (0.0 O.O 1.0) ((0.66·. MOPP):}))),} 

(1 ENTER ChooSe'."'Best-Tl'9ttment {(O.J7_ 0··.12 0· .. 01))) 
( 1 EXIT Choose-Best'."'Trea,tment ((I .·78· • TIU.})) 

(1 EXIT Treat11ent-vs·lAP 
((0.79. LAP) utility-data-place-,.older .· 

((1+11 0.87 (1.0 0.0 O~O) ((0.82 • EM))) 
(III 0.12 (0.0 1.0 0,0) ((0.64 • TNI))) 
{IV 0.01 (0.0 0.0 1.0,) ((0.65. • MOPP)))))) 

(1 EXIT Expand-Choice-Node ((ll.79 • LAP) utilitr .. data-pJace-holder 
({I+II 0.87 (1.0 o.o o.O) ((0.82 • £1tH). 
(III 0.12 (0.0 1.0 0.0) ((0.64 . TNI))) 
{IV 0.01 (0.0 0.0 1.0) {(0.56 • MOPP)))))) 

For the result of LAG being -LAG '(negalive lymphangiogram), the program calculales the optimal 
subsequent plan and its utility. 

(1 ENTER Expand-Choice-Node ((0.89 0.10 0.01) NIL)) 
(1 ENTER Treatment-vs-LAP ((0.89 0.10 0.01))) 

(1 ENTER Lap-Plan ((0.89 0.10 0.01))) 
(2 ENTER Expand-Chance-Node (LAP (0.89 0.10 0.01) NIL)) 
(2 EXIT Expand-Chance-Node 

((0.79 . LAP) utility-data-place-holder 
((1+11 0.89 (1.0 0.0 0.0) ((0.82 . EM))) 
(III 0.10 (0.0 1.0 0.0) ((0.64 • TNI))) 
(IV 0.01 (0.0 0.0 1.0) ((0.65 • MOPP)))))) 

{1 EXIT Lap-Plan 
((0.79 . LAP) utility-data-place-holder 
((l+II 0.89 (1.0 0.0 0.0) ((0.82 • EM))) 
{III 0.10 (0.0 1.0 0.0) ({0.64 • TNI))) 
(IV 0.01 (0.0 0.0 1.0) ((0.66 . MOPP)))))) 

(1 ENTER Choose-Best-Treatment ((0.89 0.10 0.01))) 
(1 EXIT Choose-Best-Treatment ((0.79 . TNI))) 

(1 EXIT Treatment-vs-LAP 
((0.79 . LAP) utility-data-place-holder 
({l+II 0.89 (1.0 0.0 0.0) ((0.82 • EM))) 
(Ill 0.10 (0.0 1.0 0.0) ((0.64 • TNI))) 
{IV 0.01 (0.0 0.0 1.0) ((0.56 . MOPP)))))) 

(1 EXIT Expand-Choice-Node 
((0.79 . LAP) utility-data-place:-holder 
({l+II 0.89 (1.0 0.0 0.0) ((0.82 . EM))) 
(III 0.10 (0.0 1.0 0.0) ((0.64 . TNI))) 
{IV 0.01 {0.0 0.0 1.0) ((0.56 . MOPP)))))) 

The lymphangiogram plan is complete. Regardless of the result of L4G, as shown in the plan 
jiugment below, the best action to take subsequently is laparotomy. llence, f,AG can be omitted. 
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as the plan beginning with with L.A.P will ht 'belttr ill till mpects. 
~ . '' ~ 

(1 EXIT Expand-Chance-Node 
((0.77 . LAG) utiJity-da~a-place-holder 

((+LAG 0.25 (0.57 Chl8 0.86) 
(( o. 73 . LAP)· ut il ity-data-p 1ac•-flo1 der 
(( I+II 0. 61 (1.0 O .0 0. I) ((0. 82 ' EM9)) 
. (III 0~38 '(O·.O 1.0 0.0) ((t~64 ·~ · Tll)}). 

(IV 0.05 (O:.o '0-.0 1.0) ((0.66 • MOPI')})})) 
(?LAG 0.22 (0.87 0.12 0.01) -

((0.79 . LAP) utfli'ty-data-place-holnr 
((I+II 0.87 (1.0 0.0 0.0). (fo:a2· .• EM))) 
{III 0.12 (0.0 1.0 0.9) ((O.U;. TNI)l) 
{IV 0.01 (0.0 0.0 1.0) ((0.66 .·"fllOPP)))·))) 

(-LAG 0.53 (0.89 0.10·0.0t} 
((0.79 . LAP) utility-data-place---older 
{{I+ II 0. 89 { 1. 0; b. 0 0. 0) '( ( 0 • 8'2 ·~ EM'))} 
{III 0.10 (0.0 t,8 0.0) f(l.8~ . tit)}} 
( IV 0 • 01 { O • O O . O 1. 0) {{ O • 66 • MOPP) )) }) )) )) 

(1 EXIT Expand-Top-Level-Choice-Node 32} · 
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